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Abstract
Carbon aerogels are a new class of low-density micro-cellular materials derived from a
chemical sol-gel polymerization of various precursors (resorcinol-formaldehyde (RF)
or phenolic-furfural (PF)) which allows the tailoring of the internal structure of these
porous materials on a nanometer scale. In general, carbon aerogels have an intercon-
nected porosity with large specific surface areas (500 - 800 m2/g), low mass densities,
(p,, - 0.1 - 0.6 g/cm3), and a solid matrix composed of interconnected particles
(grains). For the RF-based carbon aerogels, the grain sizes can be chemically varied
from - 70 A to 150 A, resulting in colloidal and polymeric carbon aerogels.
The carbon aerogel provides a way of examining a highly disordered cluster-
assembled system. By varying parameters such as the density, particle size and
heat-treatment temperature, a model platform of disorder could be created for study.
Effects of these externally controllable parameters on the internal structure and prop-
erties of the carbon aerogel material were examined using techniques such as room-
temperature Raman spectroscopy and TEM, temperature-dependent dark- and pho-
toconductivity, inagnetoresistance and magnetic susceptibility.
For the solid matrix, the conductivity exhibits an exp[- TO/T dependence for all
samples at low temperature. This strong localization behaviour can be explained by
a Coulomb gap variable range hopping mechanism, and this identification has been
fulrther corroborated by low-temperature magnetoresistance data obtained in mag-
netic fields up to 15 Tesla. The results suggest that the particles (grains) themselves,
and not the defect states, act as carrier localization sites in these materials. A model
has been proposed to explain the observed temperature-dependence of the photocon-
ductivity, which has been attributed to photoholes present in the system. A novel
TEM imaging analysis technique has allowed visualization of the mesopores and an
inference of the fractal dimension, D, of polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels.
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Graphite assumes many forms, and it is this variety that makes this material of
such widespread academic and commercial interest. One can go from highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite to the more disordered amorphous forms of carbon. Although the
local structure common to all these varied forms of carbon is graphitic in nature,
differences in the microstructure lead to major changes in physical properties. As
new forms of graphite and carbon are discovered, it is important to classify them in
terms of their structure-property relationships.
Carbon aerogels are a form of cluster-assembled porous carbons which exhibit
relatively large specific surface areas (500 - 1000 m2/gm), low mass densities (0.1 - 0.9
g/cm3 in this work) and an intricate structural morphology of macropores (> 50 nm),
mesopores (2 - 50 nm) and nanopores (< 2 nm). These physical characteristics have
resulted in aerogels being used in various new technological advances. For example,
advantage is being taken of the large specific surface areas of the carbon aerogel in
"aerocapacitors" [1]. Here, the carbon aerogel is being used as the electrode. The low
thermal conductivities (see Table 2.1) are advantageous as insulation in windows. The
porous nature is being used, among other things, as filters for poisonous compounds [2]
and even as part of a prototype water filtering system [3].
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
New ways of using the aerogel are always being sought. By understanding the
properties of these materials on a microscopic level, insight can gained into how
they should be engineered for further viable technological use. In this vein, general
techniques such as Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) adsorption and small angle x-ray
scattering have been used to examine the microstructure [4, 5, 6].
This work describes a systematic study done on carbon aerogels to not only un-
derstand the structure of these disordered carbon materials, but also to see how the
structure relates to the observed electrical and optical properties. Most of the prior
work done on these materials concentrated on their thermal properties and the struc-
ture and distribution of the porous network, using such techniques as gas adsorption,
bulk moduli and thermal and mechanical studies [7, 8]. The work of this thesis is
aimed at understanding the role the solid matrix plays in the electrical transport and
photoconductive properties and takes the following format.
Chapter 2 reviews the experiments used to determine the structure of the aerogel
material. Complementing the above-mentioned techniques with Raman spectroscopy
gives a measure of the in-plane microcrystallite size as well as a measure of how ho-
mogeneous or ordered these materials are. Magnetic susceptibility studies have also
been useful in determining the unpaired spin concentration as well as the amount
of diamagnetism in these systems. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies
have been used mostly to examine the nanopores contained within the particles mak-
ing up the carbon aerogel. Recently, TEM studies have been carried out to find the
size distribution and shapes of the mesopores, as well as their fractal nature.
As the carbon aerogels are chemically tailorable, i.e., variations in chemical syn-
thesis result in different morphologies and physical properties, we can create a model
platform spanning the most disordered to the least disordered porous carbon aerogel.
By using other tools such as electrical transport, magnetoresistance and photocon-
ductivity, these materials have been characterized in terms of the effects of variations
in mass density, heat-treatment temperature, specific surface area and particle size
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over a wide range of disorder.
Chapter 3 summarizes the electrical transport measurements and there it is found
that the most disordered carbon aerogels exhibit strong localization effects at low tem-
peratures. By increasing the heat-treatment temperature, mass density and particle
size, this localization effect can be reduced. In this way, changes in physical properties
can be tracked as the system moves from an insulating to a more metallic state. The
localization sites are also of interest. As the morphology of these materials lends itself
to disorder, the question of what physical structures played the role of localization
sites, the particles or the dangling bonds, was a question that was unanswered for
some time. By studying the susceptibility and conductivity of carbon aerogels with
various particle sizes, we were able to conclude that the localization sites were due to
the particles themselves. This result was also important in confirming the transport
mechanism at low temperatures, which has been proposed as Coulomb-gap variable
range hopping. Further studies with magnetoresistance as a tool were also conducted
to confirm the low-temperature transport mechanism. These studies have shown that
the proposed transport mechanism is robust, even with changes in particle size and
morphology.
Chapter 4 examines the temperature-dependent photoconductivity which shows
the existence of a peak at low temperatures. On the low temperature side of the peak,
the behaviour of the photoconductivity is similar to that of the dark conductivity in
the same temperature regime. The conductivity measurements reveal that the mate-
rial becomes more localized at low temperatures, and the observed activation energy
for this process is similar to the one found via photoconductivity measurements. The
behaviour of the photoconductivity on the low-temperature side of the peak has thus
been attributed to a thermally-activated mobility. Light intensity measurements at
low temperatures have shown the presence of monomolecular processes (in the low
light-intensity limit) which change over to bimolecular processes in the high-light-
intensity limit. For the light intensities being used in most of the work in this thesis,
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rnonomolecular processes are dominant, implying that the photo-generated carrier
density is less than that of the thermal dark carriers. At high temperatures, the pho-
toconductivity dlecreases as a result of recombination of photo-carriers with thermal
(lark carriers (monomolecular process). The decay times in carbon aerogels are very
long at low temperatures (on the order of 20 seconds), suggesting the existence of
traps in these systems. With increases in mass density and heat-treatment temper-
ature (i.e., decreases in disorder), a reduction in the photoconductivity is achieved.
This effect has been attributed to a reduction in the number of trap states that exist
in the system.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this work. There it is shown that control of
the aerogel structure on a nanoscale is very important in determining the resultant
macroscopic properties of these materials. All properties, from the fractal nature of
the pores to the electrical transport and optical properties of the solid matrix can be
affected on this level. The many physical parameters that can be varied, such as den-
sity and particle size can ultimately result in systems that have varied morphologies.
Although there are two chemically defined RF-based carbon aerogels (colloidal and




In order to understand the upcoming discussion on the transport properties of carbon
aerogels, it is instructive to first have a handle on the structure of these materials.
As described in Chapter 1, the carbon aerogel has a complicated structure of pores
and clusters of particles, and to get a better understanding of any observed transport
features, it is necessary to correlate experimental observations with this physical
structure. This chapter investigates the structural properties of the carbon aerogels
studied. First the chemical synthesis of carbon aerogels is examined. It is observed
that variations in chemical synthesis and external parameters such as heat-treatment
temperature, result in microstructural changes in the carbon aerogel system. Next,
characterization techniques such as Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron
microscopy are used to examine and understand the porous network and solid matrix
of carbon aerogels.
CHAPTER 2. AEROGEL SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
2.1 Synthesis
2.1.1 Resorcinol-formaldehyde-based Carbon Aerogels
I have been fortunate to visit the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to
obtain hands-on experience with part of the synthesis process of resorcinol-formaldehyde
(RF) aerogels, the precursors to the carbon aerogels studied here. RF aerogels are
derived from a process of chemically-induced phase separation (sol-gel processing) [9].
This involves the mixing of resorcinol (1,3 dihydroxy benzene) and formaldehyde at
a 1:2 molar ratio. Sodium carbonate is added as a base catalyst (C), and distilled
water acts as a diluent. The mixture is sealed in glass vials and is allowed to crosslink
in an oven at 50-95 0 C for about three days. The crosslinking reaction takes place
as follows [5, 10]. The sodium carbonate helps to activate the highly electrophilic 2,
4 and/or 6 ring positions of resorcinol. Hydroxymethyl derivatives of resorcinol are
formed as is shown in Fig. 2-1. These further condense into polymer "clusters" (see
Fig. 2-2) that crosslink to form a dark-red gel.
In order to dry the gel for further processing/application, the water trapped within
the pores has to be removed. However, as the pores are easily collapsible under
capillary forces, driving water out by heating can result in pore collapse. The process
for liquid removal is thus a two-step procedure for RF-based aerogels. The first step
involves placing the gels in an agitated acetone bath at room temperature. After
multiple exchanges with fresh acetone, all the water is removed from the pores of the
gel. By placing the RF aerogels into a jacketed Polaron ® vessel, a second solvent
exchange can occur, whereby acetone is replaced by carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). The jacket
is initially cooled to 100 C and liquid CO 2 is placed into the vessel. After purging to
ensure that all the acetone is removed, the pressure and temperature of the vessel
are raised to above the critical point of CO 2 (T, = 31'C, Pc = 7.4 MPa). The
carbon dioxide can then be removed without pore collapse. Monolithic samples can
be produced in this fashion.












Figure 2-1: Synthesis reaction for crosslinking of resorcinol with formaldehyde to make
RF aerogels. Distilled water and the catalyst Na 2CO 3 are added to the RF mixture.
The triangle represents external heating that is supplied during the cross-linking
process. The figure on the right hand side shows the hydroxymethyl substitution
that occurs during the sol-gel process. The n shows that this structure has a higher




Figure 2-2: (i) After the hydroxymethyl substitution occurs, (ii) RF clusters form,
(iii) which further develop into the particle structures inherent to the carbon aerogel
system.
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High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies show [11] that
the RF aerogels obtained, as described above, are highly porous, with nanometer-
sized particles (grains)'. The resultant RF aerogels are pyrolyzed at 10500 C in a tube
furnace under nitrogen flow for 4 hours, resulting in as-prepared carbon aerogels.
This carbonization process is a violent reaction which results in the release of volatile
by-products. The individual particles form additional pores and decrease in size,
giving rise to microscopic disorder (as discussed below). Despite the volume shrinkage
associated with pyrolysis in going from RF aerogels to carbon aerogels, aspects of
the porous nanostructure remain fairly unchanged between the two aerogel types.
Subsequent heat-treatment to higher temperatures (up to 1800'C in this work) results
in heat-treated carbon aerogels.
By changing the resorcinol to catalyst (R/C) molar ratio, the rate at which
formaldehyde consumption occurs during synthesis varies. This has an effect (on
a microscopic scale) on the particle size, mass density (pm), specific surface area
(SSA) and interconnectivity of the carbon aerogel. In this work, a variety of carbon
aerogels have been studied, with mass densities, p,, ranging from 0.1 g/cm3 to 0.8
g/cm3 , particle sizes from 70 A to 150 A, and SSAs 2 of 500 m2/g to 850 m2/g. These
variations during RF synthesis result in two types of carbon aerogels; polymeric and
colloidal. An in-depth description of the structural differences between these two
types of RF-based aerogels is given below.
Figures 2-3(a)-(b) show the high-resolution TEM micrographs of the two types of
RF-based carbon aerogels. Generally, both classes of aerogels consist of grains with
nanopores (< 2 nm) between connected grains as well as inside the grains. In addition,
mesopores (2 - 50 nm) are formed between chains of interconnected grains. The grains
themselves consist of a network of carbon ribbons (or graphene sheets). The grain
connectivity and the RF network vary for the two aerogel types. By increasing the
'The words particles and grains will be used interchangeably in this work.
2To appreciate these numbers, remember, a basketball court occupies 437m2!
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Figure 2-3: High resolution TEM micrographs showing the differences between (a)
polymeric (R/C=50) and (b) colloidal (R/C=300) RF-based carbon aerogels.
packing ratio of the grains, the mass density of the carbon aerogel can be increased.
The granularity associated with the packing of the grains leads to what we will define
as mesoscopic disorder in the system (see below).
Polymeric carbon aerogels (high catalyst ratio, R/C=50) have few detectable
spherical grains and hence, are morphologically different. For such aerogels, the
spherical feature is smeared out as the cross-section of the connection between the
grains is now on the order of the grain diameter (see Fig. 2-3(a)). These highly
interconnected grains form a filamentous structure with characteristic diameters of
70-90 A. The presence of the filaments in this aerogel results in a more intricate mor-
phology and hence a larger specific surface area (' 800 m 2/g). The larger specific
area in polymeric carbon aerogels can also be understood from a synthesis point of
view. A large catalyst concentration results in the rapid formation of RF chains which
proceed to crosslink with each other, thus shortening the cluster formation lifetime
and resulting in smaller particles.
For colloidal aerogels (low catalyst ratio, R/C=300), the grains are distinct and
spherical in shape, with a fairly broad distribution (average diameter - 150 A), and a
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specific surface area of - 550 m2/g. The cross-section of the neck connection between
the grains (see Fig. 2-3(b)) has a size much less than the grain radius. This loose
connection between the grains is exhibited in the weak mechanical properties of this
aerogel. Another type of colloidal aerogel (R/C=200) can be made, with features
similar to its R/C=300 counterpart, except that now, the grain size is more uniform
within individual samples (average diameter - 120 A), and the specific surface area
is - 650 m2 /g.
For the later discussion of the characterization of disorder, we classify disorder
by its spatial extent. The disorder associated with granularity is termed mesoscopic
disorder. Hence, the R/C=50 carbon aerogel is more mesoscopically disordered than
the R/C=300 aerogel because the former material has a smaller grain size. Struc-
tural defects contained within a grain, such as dangling bonds and other topological
disorder, are collectively known as microscopic disorder. This type of disorder can
arise during carbonization, as discussed above.
2.1.2 Phenolic-furfural-based Carbon Aerogels
The synthesis of these newer aerogels follows a path similar to that of the RF-based
aerogels described above. However, as the synthesis can be conducted in alcohol,
the solvent exchange step prior to supercritical drying from carbon dioxide can be
eliminated. Figure 2-4 shows the chemical pathway for the synthesis of these newer
aerogels. The synthesis is described in detail elsewhere [12]. Generally, a polymer so-
lution such as FurCarb UP520 3 is diluted with 1-propanol, and a mixture of aromatic
acid chlorides (Q2001) is added 4. The solution is sealed and allowed to cross-link by
curing at 850 C for 7 days. The resultant highly crosslinked PF aerogels are dark brown
in colour and can be converted, upon pyrolysis in an inert nitrogen atmosphere, into
PF-based carbon aerogels. The carbonized derivatives of these new aerogels have sur-
3FurCarb consists of a 50:50 mixture of phenolic novolak dissolved in furfural.
4FurCarb UP520 and Q2001 are both obtained from QO Chemicals, Inc., West Lafayette, IN.
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Figure 2-4: Synthesis reaction for PF aerogels. Crosslinking occurs between aromatic
rings through the aldehyde group on furfural. The reaction takes place under acid
catalyzed conditions (as denoted by H+).
face areas on the order of 550 m2/gm and consist of interconnected irregularly-shaped
platelets of ~ 100 A in size, as revealed by TEM studies [12].
2.2 Applications
Before the organic RF aerogel was made, silica aerogels were the more common type of
aerogel on the commercial market. They still are, due to their cheaper synthesis costs.
At any rate, the carbon aerogel with its superior physical qualities (e.g., lower thermal
conductivity) is coming into its own, as more economic approaches to synthesis are
made available [13, 14].
Aerogels are used as thermal insulators in glass because of their low thermal
conductivity. They have been used to capture cosmic dust, intact [15]. Researchers
have taken advantage of their porous nature to create aerogels capable of absorbing
volatile organic compounds such as nitric oxide and carbon monoxide. They are also
being used as components in double layer capacitors [1, 16], here advantage is being
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made of their large specific surface areas. On a larger scale, aerogels are being used
at LLNL in a prototype water filtering system for use in California [3]. The aerogel,
and in particular the carbon aerogel, is making an impact in the technological arena
as time goes by.
2.3 Characterization Techniques
Many experiments have been done in order to obtain physical numbers for the various
properties of the RF aerogel and its carbon derivative. Table 2.1 lists a few properties
of carbon aerogels (PF- and RF-based), and compares them with graphite. The
carbon aerogel densities quoted are typical of the values studied in this work; lower
densities are achievable. The physical parameters of carbon aerogels are seen to be
different from graphite. The carbon aerogels, for example, have lower mass densities
and thermal conductivities than graphite. These numerical differences result from
the structural differences between graphite and carbon aerogels. We now look at a
few experiments that have been done to further understand the structure of aerogels
and how this structure relates to observed physical properties.
2.3.1 Gas Adsorption
Gas adsorption experiments are one way in which the pore sizes in a porous material
can be measured. Porous materials can be classified with a variety of pore sizes
ranging from nanopores with average widths less than 20 A , macropores with widths
larger than 500 A , and mesopores with widths between 20 A and 500 A. Adsorption5
occurs when a gas (the adsorbate) condenses on the surface of the material (the
adsorbent) whose surface area is being measured. By placing the adsorbent into a
closed container of adsorbant gas at a fixed pressure, as the material adsorbs the gas,
the pressure of the gas decreases. For a porous material, as the adsorption occurs, the
5As opposed to absorption which occurs when a gas penetrates the absorbing material.
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CRF CPF Graphite
Pm (g/cm3 ) 0.1-0.8 0.4-0.7 2.26
Thermal Conductivity (RT) (W/m-K) 0.012a 0.015-0.017 3 0 0 0 b/6 c
SSA (m2 /g)d 470-550 370-400
Particle sizes (A) 70-160 100
Table 2.1: Showing some physical parameters for aerogels and graphite. CRF refers to
the resorcinol-formaldehyde-based carbon aerogel, while CPF refers to the phenolic-
furfural-based carbon aerogel. Comparisons of densities, thermal conductivities spe-
cific surface areas and particle sizes are given.




rate at which the pressure decrease occurs depends on the pore sizes. A plot of the
amount of gas adsorbed versus the relative pressure, for example, gives an adsorption
isotherm. By applying the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) equation [18] to
this isotherm, estimates of the specific surface area (SSA) can be made. Adsorption
isotherms are also useful in determining the pore size distribution in a system. There
are a few drawbacks to the adsorption technique, one being the inaccessibility of
the gas to closed pores or extremely small nanopores. Table 2.2 shows the results
of BET studies done on carbon aerogels [5]. As the R/C molar ratio is decreased,
the specific surface area increases. This increase in surface area with decreasing
particle size is partly attributed to the faster formation of particles that occurs at
high catalyst concentrations. A high catalyst concentration causes the electrophilic
resorcinol to react very quickly with formaldehyde. This in turn results in clusters
that are ill-formed and do not have time to branch out and react to form other
clusters. Consider the analogy of crystal growth. The slower the growth process, the
more ordered and larger the generated crystals. If the crystal growth is stifled by
quenching the temperature of the system, then smaller crystallites will form and the
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R/Ca 50 100 150 200 300
BET surface area (m2/gm) 818 762 712 682 588
Table 2.2: Specific surface areas (SSA) for (RF) carbon aerogels as a function of
R/C molar ratio, as obtained by BET analysis. Increases in R/C (corresponding to
increases in particle sizes) result in a reduction of the SSA.
overall structure will be more polycrystalline.
2.3.2 Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS experiments tend to have an advantage over gas adsorption, in that it is a less
intrusive and less destructive technique. Generally X-rays are used to irradiate the
sample. The resulting scattered intensity depends on the size and concentration of
scattering centers as well as on the scattering vector q. The scattering vector is in
turn a function of the scattering angle 0 via:
q = (4w/A)sin(9/2) (2.1)
Each length scale, L, in the sample has a corresponding scattering vector, with larger
length scales corresponding to smaller wavevectors (q = 2r/L). As the dimensions in
the aerogel are on the order of 1-100 nm, and X-rays have wavelengths on the order
of 0.1-0.2 nm, the scattering angles are very small, on the order of 0.01-10', hence
the nomenclature, small-angle X-ray scattering. SAXS studies reveal [6] structural
features with differing length scales ranging from a continuum to individual particle
sizes. The SAXS studies have also been used to determine the fractal 6 nature of the
particles in these materials. By finding the fractal dimension, the method by which
aggregation occurs in these materials can be examined. SAXS studies carried out on
aNote that R/C will always refer to the Resorcinol/Catalyst molar ratio, where the catalyst is
sodium carbonate (Na 2 CO 3).6Fractals deal with the self-similarity of objects. For more information, see [19].
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the silica aerogels show that these materials are fractal over many decades of 1/q [7].
For the carbon aerogels, SAXS measurements are less convincing in showing that
the particles are fractal. Evidence shall be given below to show that, although the
particles are not fractal, the porous structure does tend to be fractal. The scattering
experiments are also found to be generally more sensitive to the surface area as
contributed by open and closed pores, unlike with gas adsorption.
2.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies have been previously carried out on
RF aerogels and their pyrolyzed versions. However, emphasis was given to studying
the structure within the carbon particles. These studies show that the carbon aerogel
retains the pore features of its RF counterpart fairly well. The results of these studies
for the polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels have been described in Section 2.1.
Current TEM studies7 on RF-based carbon aerogels with various densities and
particle sizes (see Table 2.3) have in this thesis focused on the larger mesopores found
between the interconnected particles. By definition, mesopores are considered to be
between 20 to 500 A in size. By studying the makeup of these larger pores, and the
effect of density and other parameters on their size and shape, we hope to understand
how the mesopores can be engineered for application purposes, such as molecular
filters.
For the experiment, samples were pulverized in a crucible and placed on a holey
amorphous carbon grid (microgrid). TEM micrographs were taken with a 400kV
accelerating voltage and a magnification of 10 . The samples were thin enough to
allow electron beam transmission and result in a clear image. The TEM micrographs
span a size of 250 A x 250 A, thus allowing for the sampling of large regions of
carbon aerogel material. Figures. 2-5(a)-(d) show the TEM micrographs of low and
high density polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels. The characteristic particle sizes
7Graciously carried out by Prof. M. Endo and co-workers at Shinshu University, Japan.
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Table 2.3: TEM Parameters for as-prepared (RF) Carbon Aerogels
R/C 50 50 200 200
Density(g/cm 3 ) 0.187 0.662 0.134 0.586
Particle Size (A) 70-90 70-90 120 120
are on the order of -80 A and -120 A for the polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels,
respectively, independent of density. These results agree with TEM measurements
by Pekala et al. on RF carbon aerogels [11] and their carbonized derivatives [5]. The
high-density samples exhibit a more dense structure than the low-density samples.
The arrows in Fig. 2-5 indicate the presence of mesopores which have dimensions on
the order of 70 - 200 A.
Once the TEM micrographs are taken, the images are scanned into a computer.
This is the first step in being able to do quantitative analyses on the mesopore struc-
ture. The digitized images so obtained show white and dark areas which correspond
to mesopores and particles, respectively (see Figs. 2-6(a)-(d)). There are two ways to
visualize the pores once the TEM micrographs are digitized.
The first method involves carrying out a 2-dimensional fast Fourier transform
(FFT) of the original TEM images. This frequency analysis approach to studying
the TEM images provides an efficient means of analyzing highly disordered materials
such as carbon aerogels. The results of this method are shown in the FFT power
spectra of Figs. 2-7(a)-(d). The power spectra indicate the spatial frequency distri-
bution of the lattice image, and highlight preferred spatial separations. The central
area corresponds to low frequency, and the central point in particular indicates the
brightness of the picture. The variations in brightness tell the amount of contribution
of each k point. The frequencies obtained from the Fourier analysis become higher
as the location moves further from the center. The power spectra in each figure looks
concentric, suggestive of an isotropic cross-section and a random orientation of the
pore structures observed in the TEM micrographs. These observations suggest that
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the microstructure of the carbon aerogels is almost isotropic on large length scales,
and has no long-range preferred spatial orientation.
In order to analyze the pore structure in more detail, the power spectrum images
of Fig. 2-7 were represented by graphs obtained by integration around the central
points of the images. The various k-values associated with each power spectrum
(and thus the corresponding real-space dimension) can be plotted versus the intensity
with which these k-values occur. This analysis is done for each sample, the results
of which are plotted in Fig. 2-8. The graph exhibits many frequency components,
but the spatial graphs are qualitatively different from each other. Since the x-axis
denotes spatial wavelength, and the y- axis denotes intensity of the power spectrum,
these graphs show the pore distribution. The location of a peak along the x-axis
corresponds to the most probable pore size in a certain size range, and the height
of the peak is sensitive to both the pore density and the brightness of the pore
images. The high-density samples exhibit a larger distribution of smaller mesopores
(from - 100 - 200 A) while the low-density samples exhibit a greater distribution
of larger-sized mesopores (- 150 - 250 A). This implies that the structure of the
low-density aerogels tend to form with more open spaces between particles than in
the high-density case. A closely-packed particle structure, as would be found in the
high-density case, will result in a smaller distribution of large mesopore sizes. The
mesopore-size distribution will tend towards smaller sizes. These results correlate
with Raman and conductivity measurements [20] that show that increases in mass
density result in a closer packing of particles and therefore a higher probability of
smaller mesopores distributed throughout.
The second analysis approach involves transforming the original TEM images into
binary images. This is done to facilitate the observation of the pore shapes. Since the
average brightness of the original image is different in places, it is difficult to transform
the original image with the same threshold level. Therefore, a low frequency cut-off
filter operation was used along with a FFT, followed by a masking operation, and
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Figure 2-5: TEM micrographs (magnification X 105) of the polymeric and col-
loidal carbon aerogels studied. Labeling clockwise from the upper left- hand cor-
ner, R/C=50: (a) pm = 0.187 g/cm3 , (b) Pm = 0.662 g/cm3 and R/C=200: (c)
pm = 0.134 g/cm3 , (d) pm = 0.586 g/cm3 . Arrows indicate mesopores in the system.
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Figure 2-6: Digitized images of the original TEM micrographs from Fig. 2-5 showing
the mesopores and particles. Labeling clockwise from the upper left-hand corner,
(a) R/C=50; pm = 0.187 g/cm3 (b) R/C=50; Pm = 0.662 g/cm 3 (c) R/C=200;
pm = 0.134 g/cm3 (d) R/C=200; pm = 0.586 g/cm3
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Figure 2-7: Power spectra of carbon aerogels studied as obtained from a FFT of the
original TEM micrographs in Fig. 2-5. Labeling clockwise from the upper left-hand
corner, (a) R/C=50; Pm = 0.187 g/cm3 (b) R/C=50; Pm = 0.662 g/cm 3 (c) R/C=200;
Pm = 0.134 g/cm3 (d) R/C=200; Pm = 0.586 g/cm3
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Figure 2-8: Power spectrum intensity versus spatial wavelength shows the pore dis-
tribution for all the samples studied. The spectra labeled (b)-(d) and (g) have cor-
responding TEM micrographs in Fig. 2-5. A 1 or 2 after a 4-digit number refers
to the first and second runs performed on a separate piece of the same parent sam-
ple. Unless otherwise noted, the heat-treatment temperature is 10500 C. R/C=50:
(a) (1728) pm =: 0.66 g/cm3 , THT = 18000 C (b) (1727) pm = 0.662 g/cm3 (c)(1731) pm = 0.187 g/cm3 ; R/C=200: (d) (1823-1) pm = 0.586 g/cm3 (e) (1823-2)
p, = 0.586 g/cmr3 (f) (1821) Pm = 0.401 g/cm3 (g) (1839-2) Pm = 0.134 g/cm 3 (h)
(1.839-1) Pm = 0.134 g/cm3 .
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Figure 2-9: Binary images of original TEM micrographs, showing the pore shapes
in real space. Labeling clockwise from the upper left-hand corner, R/C=50: (a)
pm = 0.662 g/cm3 (b) pm = 0.187 g/cm 3 ; R/C=200: (c) p, = 0.586 g/cm3 (d)
Pm = 0.134 g/cm3 .
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an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) step to make the brightness uniform before
the binary transformation. The mask is a ring-shaped pattern with radii from 2 to 3
pixels, corresponding to 131 A to 87.5 A in spatial wavelengths. In each pattern, the
central points were preserved in order to maintain the brightness of the real space
images. The image was then transformed linearly to a full brightness scale from 0
to 255. To form a binary image, any signal brighter than 128 was set at 255, and
any signal with a brightness less than or equal to 128 was set to 0. The results give
binary images (as obtained from Fig. 2-5) which show clearly the pore shapes in real
space (see Figs. 2-9). There are many pore sizes, and each pore has a ragged outline,
indicating the intricacy of the pore shapes.
As the quantity of gas adsorption is determined by the pore surface area, it is
instructive to obtain the fractal connected with the pore surface. The pore surface
of the samples are three-dimensional, whereas the TEM images of the pores is a
projection of the 3-.D pore onto a 2-D surface. Since the aerogel structure has no
preferred orientation, the surface area in 3-D is related to the outline of the TEM
image. The fractal dimension, D, can be calculated as discussed below.
Before the quantitative analysis began, islands which made contact with any of the
edges of the picture frames, and islands smaller than 50 pixels in area were removed
from the binary image. The area S and the length of the profile X of the remaining
islands were measured. Figure 2-10 plots the perimeter X as a function of the area S
for the remaining islands. The resulting pore structure is found to be fractal since S
correlates with X, though there is some dispersion in the data. This same correlation
holds between the number of pixels defining the surface area of the pores (Sn) and
























Figure 2-10: Length of outline (perimeter, X) versus square measure (area, S) of the
binary image of the mesopores. The numbers with a -1 or -2 after them show the
first or second experimental run carried out on a different piece of the same parent
sample. (a) R/C=50; (1731) Pm = 0.187g/cm3 (b) R/C=50; (1727) Pm = 0.662 g/cm3
(c) R/C=200; (1839-2) Pm = 0.134 g/cm3 (d) R/C=200; (1823-1) Pm = 0.586 g/cm3 .
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Figure 2-11: Fractal dimension, D, as a function of sample density for the meso-
pores (2 - 50 nm) in the carbon aerogels studied. The R/C molar ratios and
corresponding particle sizes are shown. Dashed lines are drawn as guides to the
eye. The magnification factor is 105 . EO, A R/C=50: (1727) Pm = 0.662 g/cm3;
(1728) p, = 0.662 g/cm 3, THT = 18000 C; (1731) Pm = 0.187 g/cm3 ; * R/C=200:
(1823-1)/(1823-2) Pm = 0.586 g/cm3 ; (1821) Pm = 0.401 g/cm3 ; (1839-1)/(1839-2)
Pm = 0.134 g/cn 3 .
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where D is the fractal dimension, given by:
D = 2(A logXn)/(AlogSn) . (2.3)
Using Eqn. (2.3) the binary images are analyzed to obtain the fractal dimensions,
D, for carbon aerogels of various densities and particle sizes. The results shown in
Fig. 2-10 indicate that the polymeric carbon aerogels (R/C=50) have a larger fractal
dimension than the colloidal carbon aerogels (see below).
Figure 2-11 shows the fractal dimension, D, as a function of mass density, pm for
all the samples studied. For the colloidal samples (R/C=200) labeled 1839-1, 1839-2,
1823-1 and 1823-2, the experiments were carried out twice on a different piece of the
same parent sample. The mesopores in polymeric carbon aerogels exhibit larger D
values than those in colloidal carbon aerogels. For polymeric carbon aerogels, because
of their smaller particle sizes, the outline of mesopores, as formed by these particles,
will appear more regular in shape, and hence the larger fractal value. Figure 2-11
also shows that the fractal dimension for the mesopores is influenced by the mass
density, with an increase in density resulting in an increase in D. With decreasing
mass density, the results for the fractal dimension become slightly uncorrelated for the
two runs of the sample with p, = 0.134 g/cm3 (labeled 1839-1 and 1839-2). Further
averaging would result in better values for D. On a whole, the image processing/data
analysis gives reproducible results.
The fractal dimension for the heat-treated polymeric aerogel (Pm = 0.66 g/cm3;
1728) is similar to its high-density (p, = 0.662 g/cm3; 1727) as-prepared counterpart.
This suggests that heat-treatment effects up to a temperature of 18000 C are minimal
in causing collapse of the mesopores. Raman studies [20, 21] (and Section 2.3.4) show
that heat-treatment is more effective in changing the internal structure (nanopores)
of the particles in the aerogel.
Preliminary fractal dimension studies have been done on the nanopore structure
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Figure 2-12: Fractal dimension, D, as a function of sample density for the nanopores
(< 2 nm) in the carbon aerogels studied. The R/C molar ratios and corresponding
particle sizes are shown. Dashed lines are drawn as guides to the eye. The magnifica-
tion factor is 2 x 105. OE R/C=50: (1727) Pm = 0.662 g/cm 3; (1731) p, = 0.187 g/cm 3;
* R/C=200: (1823) Pm = 0.586 g/cm3 ; (1839) Pm = 0.134 g/cm 3.
within the particles, under a magnification of 2 x 105. Figure 2-12 shows the frac-
tal dimension versus Pm for a few polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels listed in
Table 2-3. The fractal dimension for the nanopores is seen to be independent of mor-
phology/particle size, unlike that of the mesopores. As the nanopores are internal to
the aerogel grains, this shows that the internal structure is similar for both polymeric
and colloidal carbon aerogels, in agreement with the Raman studies to be discussed
in the next section. Data were not available for the heat-treated sample. It will be
interesting to note the heat-treatment effect on the nanopore structure.
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nanopores, hints at the growth process for the carbon aerogel. Various aggregation
models in 2 and 3 dimensional space have been assigned a corresponding fractal
dimension. The values of D obtained here lean toward growth that is by a cluster-
cluster formation. In other words, small clusters will form initially then stick to
each other with some sticking probability to form larger and larger clusters. The
appearance of the nanopores, mesopores and macropores in the carbon aerogel can
be explained with this process. Nanopores are formed between clusters within the
grains, mesopores are formed between individual clusters, and macropores are formed
among groups of clusters. This model conforms to the growth pattern during the sol-
gel synthesis.
2.3.4 Raman Spectroscopy
For a Raman spectroscopy measurement, the surface of the material being studied
is illuminated with visible radiation (in the present work, an Argon ion laser source
with an excitation energy of 4880 A). Generally, the incident radiation interacts with
the natural frequencies of the material, causing frequency shifts to lower or higher
frequencies relative to the incident laser beam. These shifts in frequency (or wavenum-
ber) are referred to as the Raman effect [22]. A plot of scattering intensity versus
frequency shift constitutes a Raman spectrum. Each material has its own internal
natural frequencies. Thus Raman spectroscopy serves as a way of identifying, or as
it were, fingerprinting, any material.
The spectra in this work were taking at the Francis Bitter National Magnet Lab-
oratory, using a 4880 A Argon-ion laser as the excitation source. To avoid possible
damage to the samples, the laser power applied to sample surfaces did not exceed 5
mW. The scattered radiation was collected with a series of optical lenses and mirrors,
and focused onto a charge-coupled device (CCD) via a camera lens. By using a CCD
detection system, a spectral range of - 150 cm - 1 could be collected simultaneously,
as opposed to scanning the Raman shifts in a sequential fashion. The data collected
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were plotted as Raman shift (in wavenumbers) versus intensity. To compare spectra,
the intensities for each trace were plotted in arbitrary units. The general carbon aero-
gel spectra consist of two peaks, one Raman-allowed E 29 2 mode centered at -, 1580
cm - 1 (designated as the G band). This mode is close to the Raman-active mode of
graphite at 1582 cm - 1 [23]. The other peak, situated at - 1355 cm - 1, corresponds to
a maximal point in the phonon density of states, but not to a Raman-active mode.
This second peak (designated as the D band), observed in disordered carbons, is
attributed to in-plane disorder and a breakdown of k=0 selection rules. Empirical
studies [24] have shown that the ratio of the integrated intensity of the disorder-
induced D band to that of the G band (i.e., ID/IG) is inversely proportional to the
in-plane microcrystallite size, La. We can use the values of La as a measure of the
structural order in disordered carbons.
The line shape of the peak near 1355 cm - 1 is Lorentzian, while the line near 1580
cm 1 is generally asymmetric (due to a coupling between the discrete E2  Raman-
allowed mode and a continuum of phonon states [25, 26]) and has a Breit-Wigner-Fano
lineshape given by [27]:
lo) = I[1 + 2(v - vo)qr]2  (2.4)
1 + [2(v - vo)lF]2
where I(v) is the frequency-dependent intensity, vo the centre phonon position, F the
full width at half maximum intensity of the Lorentzian line, and 1/q the coupling
coefficient as described above (1/q = 0 for the Lorentzian line shape).
Raman spectrum of carbon aerogels
We can now examine the information obtained from Raman studies of RF- based
carbon aerogels with various mass densities, pm, particle sizes (R/C molar ratios)
and heat-treatment temperatures (THT). Tables 2.4 and 2.5 list the parameters ob-
tained by fitting the scattered intensity to Eqn. (2.4) via a least-squares-fit method.
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Table 2.4: Raman parameters for polymeric (RF) carbon aerogels that were studied.
The centre phonon frequency v and full-width at half maximum F are shown for the
graphite (1580 cm-') and the disorder-induced (1360 cm - 1) lines. Also shown are the
values as obtained from fits to Eqn. (2.4) for the coupling coefficient 1/q, the ratio
of the integrated intensities (11360/11580) and the in-plane microcrystallite size, La (as
calculated using Knight's empirical formula).
R/C 50 50 50 50
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.182 0.672 0.170 0.190
THT(' C) 1050 1050 1500 1800
v1360 (cm - 1) 1350 1355 1350 1348
F1360 (cm - 1) 141 128 63 50
v1580 (cm- 1) 1609 1614 1599 1586
F1580 (cm-') 82 77 61 50
1/q -0.24 -0.23 -0.09 -0.02
11360/11580 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.1
La (A) 24 24 31 40
Comparisons are then made with the PF-based carbon aerogel system.
Density effects
Figure 2-13(a) shows the Raman spectra (i.e., Raman intensity versus Raman fre-
quency shift) for colloidal carbon aerogels with R/C=200 and various mass densi-
ties. Figure 2-13(b) shows the corresponding results for the polymeric aerogel with
R/C=50. Solid lines represent a fit of the data to Eqn. (2.4). As the density of
the aerogel is increased, the effect is a reduction in the integrated intensity of the
disorder-induced peak, as is seen in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. The coupling constant, 1/q,
is not affected by density increases. This shows that the continuum and the distinct
graphite mode do not decouple with an increase in mass density. The in-plane micro-
crystallite size, La, is not affected by changes in mass density. This suggests that the
structure internal to both the polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogel particles is the
same, irrespective of pm. Hence, an increase in sample density affects only the packing
of the particles within the aerogel, and not the internal structure of these particles.
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Table 2.5: Raman parameters for colloidal (RF) carbon aerogels that were studied.
The centre phonon frequency v and full-width at half maximum F are shown for the
graphite (1580 cin - ) and the disorder-induced (1360 cm- 1) lines. Also shown are the
values as obtained from fits to Eqn. (2.4) for the coupling coefficient 1/q, the ratio
of the integrated intensities (11360/11580) and the in-plane microcrystallite size, La (as
calculated using Knight's empirical formula).
R/C 200 200 200 300 300 300 300
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.123 0.451 0.670 0.117 0.801 0.78 0.66
THT( 0 C) 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1500 1800
v1360 (cm-') 1349 1350 1350 1350 1354 1354 1349
F1 360 (cm- 1) 143 124 123 150 133 62 59
v1580 (cm- 1) 1604 1610 1607 1604 1613 1599 1596
F15so (cm- 1 ) 86 76 73 83 77 62 61
1/q -0.23 -0.25 -0.25 -0.21 -0.22 -0.08 - 0.09
I1360/1,580 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7 2.0 1.4 0.97
La(A) 29 26 27 25 23 31 45
This internal structure, the smallest unit as measured by Raman spectroscopy, are
graphitic ribbons, and are on the order of 25 A. This result has been corroborated
by high resolution TEM studies that show the aerogel particle to consist of intercon-
nected graphitic ribbons [11]. Helium pycnometry [28] shows the skeletal density of
these ribbons to be 2.06 +0.06 g/cm3 for carbon aerogels with R/C=200. This value
is close to that of graphite (p, = 2.26 g/cm3 ), implying that these ribbons are fairly
graphite-like in structure. It should be noted here that for these small values of La
the Raman effect does not determine La very sensitively.
Particle size effects
Figure 2-14 shows the Raman spectra for three as-prepared (THT = 10500C) low-
density aerogel samples with various particle sizes, ranging from 70 A to 150 A. The
order of magnitude of the in-plane crystallite size La (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5) implies
once again that Raman spectroscopy is most likely probing the dimension of the
graphitic filaments within the carbon aerogel particles. Again, the values of La are
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Figure 2-13: Density effects on the Raman spectra of as-prepared (THT= 10500 C)
carbon aerogels with (a) R/C=200 and (b) R/C= 50, showing the disorder-induced
(D) (1360 cm-') and the Raman-active (G) (1580 cm-') lines. Solid lines are fits of
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Figure 2-14: Particle size effects on the Raman spectra of three low-density as-
prepared carbon aerogels, showing the disorder-induced (1360 cm- 1) and the Raman-
active (1580 cm-') lines. The particle sizes can be determined from the R/C ratio
as follows: R/C=50 - 70 - 90 A, R/C=200 - 120 A, R/C=300 - 150 A. Solid lines
are fits of the data to Eqn. (2.4).
similar, suggesting that the structural order internal to the particles of the carbon
aerogels is approximately the same, irrespective of the particle size (R/C molar ratio).
Heat-treatment effects
Figure 2-15 shows that, for the same R/C=50 molar ratio, increasing the heat-
treatment temperature up to 1800 0 C reduces the integrated intensity of the disorder
peak, resulting in a larger value of La (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5). This behaviour is also
observed in the R/C=300 samples (Fig. 2-16) and is consistent with the idea that
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heat-treatment anneals the microscopic disorder to a large degree (but not completely)
and induces in-plane order development in carbon aerogels [29, 30]. Figure 2-17 sum-
marizes the effects of heat-treatment on La.
Increases in THT tend to down-shift the G-band toward 1580 cm - 1. This can be
explained by noting the presence of a peak at 1620 cm - 1 in the phonon density of
states for graphite. Increases in disorder tend to broaden this peak, causing it to
overlap with the neighbouring 1580 cm - 1 line and resulting in up-shifted peaks with
decreases in heat-treatment temperature. Increases in THT reverse this trend. The
lineshape of the G-band also becomes more symmetric (1/q - 0). The aerogels are
tending toward a more graphitic structure with heat-treatment above 1500'C.
It should be noted that all the RF-based aerogels tend to exhibit Raman-active
lines that are up-shifted in frequency from the 'ideal' 1580 cm - 1 line. Other than
the presence of disorder, another reason for this shift is a transfer of charge to the
graphite layers. The presence of p-type behaviour has been shown to cause frequency
upshifts, while donor sites are responsible for frequencies shifted down from the 1580
cm - 1 line [23].
Raman spectra of PF-based aerogels
Table 2.6 shows the Raman parameters of the PF-based aerogels that were studied.
The in-plane microcrystallite sizes, La, are on the same order as those of the RF-based
carbon aerogels. Figure 2-18 shows the in-plane microcrystallite size versus pm for
PF-based and RF-based aerogels with THT = 10500 C. Changes in Pm do not affect
La, once again suggesting that the internal structure of these newer aerogels is also
similar. Heat-treated samples of the PF-based aerogels were not available for study,
but we surmise that the trends will be similar to the heat-treatment RF-based studies
discussed above.
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Figure 2-15: Heat-treatment effects on the Raman spectra of three low-density
as-prepared polymeric carbon aerogel samples, showing the disorder-induced (1360
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Figure 2-16: Raman spectra of three high-density as-prepared carbon aerogel sam-
ples with various heat-treatment temperatures and R/C=300, showing the disorder-
induced (1360 cm - 1) and the Raman-active (1580 cm- 1) lines. Solid lines are fits of









Figure 2-17: Heat-treatment effects on the in-plane microcrystallite size, La for the
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Various carbon aerogels with THT=10500C
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Figure 2-18: Comparison of the in-plane microcrystallite size La as a function of
p, for low-density PF- and RF-based carbon aerogels. There is evidence of a slight
density dependence, with La decreasing with increases in p,. However, this effect is
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'Fable 2.6: Raman parameters for (PF) carbon aerogels. The centre phonon frequency
v and full-width at half maximum F are shown for the graphite (1580 cm- 1) and the
disorder-induced (1360 cm- 1) lines. Also shown are the values as obtained from fits
to Eqn. (2.4) for the coupling coefficient 1/q, the ratio of the integrated intensities
(11360o/1580) and the in-plane microcrystallite size, La (as calculated using Knight's
empirical formula).
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.393 0.441 0.550 0.759
THT(O C) 1050 1050 1050 1050
v13 60 (cm- 1 ) 1353 1353 1352 1353
F1360 (cm- 1) 135 131 133 126
u1580 (cm- 1) 1603 1603 1605 1607
F1580 (cm - 1 ) 82 83 82 69
1/q -0.23 -0.15 -0.15 -0.18
11360/11580 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.8
La (A) 29 30 28 25
2.3.5 Magnetic Susceptibility
Magnetic susceptibility (X) measurements give a measure of the disorder in a given
material through study of the paramagnetic contributions of unpaired electron spins
to X.
The magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in a Superconduct-
ing Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) Magnetometer built by Quantum Design.
The magnetic field in this magnetometer points along the z direction, resulting in
transverse magnetic susceptibility measurements. After weighing the samples, they
are then mounted in drinking straws. and held in place within the straw with cotton.
The straw is then lowered into an outer chamber of the SQUID magnetometer where
evacuation of the sample space occurs. This evacuation helps to prevent the solidi-
fication of moisture and air in the straw as the system temperature is lowered from
room temperature to 4 K. This evacuation is useful because oxygen, having a triplet
ground state, contributes to the paramagnetic susceptibility. Once the sample space
is evacuated, the sample can be lowered into the space containing the superconducting
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magnet.
The SQUID is controlled by computer. There are settings for first centering the
sample within the magnet. Measuring the susceptibility of the sample takes place
using a scanning method, i.e., moving the sample up and down in the measurement
coil. This results in an induced EMF in the coil, which is picked up by the probe
and amplified. After signal processing, the amplified signal is then converted into a
magnet moment readout. A scan length of 6 cm was used for this work.
Diamagnetism in graphite
For a free atom in the presence of a magnetic field, a magnetic moment can be
measured as a result of: (a) the spin angular momentum inherent to the electrons
about the atom, (b) the orbital angular momentum of these electrons about the
nucleus, and (c) the induced moment due to the field. The first two effects result in
paramagnetic behaviour, while the last effect results in diamagnetism.
Earlier studies [31, 32] have shown that graphite exhibits a very large magnetic
anisotropy. In particular, the susceptibility perpendicular to the hexagonal basal
plane, Xi, has a temperature dependence and is on the order of -21.5 x 10-6 emu/gm
at room temperature. The value of the susceptibility along the basal plane, XII, is
much smaller, on the order of -0.5 x 10- 6 emu/gm. The value Xe = (Xi - X11)
tends toward a temperature independent value of - -30 x 10- 6 emu/gm at low
temperature 8. This large anisotropy in the magnetic properties of graphite has been
explained by McClure [33, 34] via electron energy band structure considerations.
The earlier work by Ganguli and Krishnan [32] also shows that the large anisotropy
leads to free electron motion in the basal plane. However, there is no evidence of
paramagnetism in graphite. The absence of a paramagnetic term in graphite has
been attributed by Ganguli and Krishnan to occupation of energy levels by pairs of
8For this work, the diamagnetic term for graphite can thus be considered temperature-
independent with an average value of -7x10-6 emu/gm for the range of temperatures studied here.
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Table 2.7: Susceptibility values for RF-based carbon






R/C 50 50 50 300 300
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.182 0.672 0.190 0.117 0.801
THT(O C) 1050 1050 1800 1050 1050
N(10 19 spins/g) 21 8.8 1.6 2.3 5.9
X0 (10-6 emu/g) -2.1 -1.3 -0.27 -0.71 -1.1
Table 2.8: Susceptibility values for RF-based carbon aerogels with R/C=200
R/C 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
Density(g/cmn3 ) 0.134 0.128 0.133 0.542 0.571 0.565 0.123 0.670
THT(O C) 700 800 900 700 800 900 1050 1050
N(10 19 spins/g) 9.3 5.8 4.7 9.0 5.8 4.5 2.8 1.5
Xo (10-6 emu/g) - - - -0.19 -0.36 -0.50 -2.3 - 1.0
electrons.
Susceptibility results
Tables 2.7 and 2.8 give the susceptibility parameters for the various RF-based carbon
aerogels studied. From the tables, it can be seen that for fixed densities and heat-
treatment temperatures, as the particle size is reduced, the number of unpaired spins
increases. This is in agreement with studies that show that the polymeric carbon
aerogels have larger specific surface areas than colloidal carbon aerogels [4, 5, 35].
Hence, smaller particles have more dangling bonds which make the material more
susceptible to unpaired spins. The polymeric RF-based carbon aerogels are more
microscopically disordered (see definition in Section 2.1) than their colloidal counter-
parts. The susceptibility hints at being a better measure of the surface area present
in the aerogel than gas adsorption techniques.
To visualize some of the data in the tables, the effects of density and heat-
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Figure 2-19: Density effects on the unpaired spins present in carbon aerogels. The
RF-based aerogels have R/C=200 and THT=1050o C.
treatment changes are shown graphically in Figs. 2-19 and 2-20, respectively. For
as-prepared carbon RF- and PF-based aerogels, Fig. 2-19 shows that increases in Pm
do not have a pronounced effect on the number of unpaired spins per gram for the
(RF) carbon aerogels.
Data for the PF-based aerogels show a slight dependence of N on density (see
Fig. 2-19). The Raman spectra do not show any corresponding changes in La.
With heat-treatment, the number of unpaired spins per gram is seen to decrease,
as shown in Fig. 2-20. This is consistent with the results of the Raman spectra
which indicate that heat-treatment anneals disorder in the system, resulting in partial
graphitization. Heat-treatment results in pore collapse, which is evidenced not only
by a reduction in surface area [8] but also by the reduction in the number of unpaired
0 RF-based aerogels *
0 PF-based aerogels
E]
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Figure 2-20: Heat-treatment effects on the unpaired spins present in carbon aerogels.
Except for the 18000 C point (R/C=50, Pm = 0.190 g/cm3 ), the data are for the
colloidal R/C=200 low- density RF-based carbon aerogels with pm = 0.13 ± 0.01
g/cm3 .
spins. The magnitude of Xo increases with heat-treatment as the system tends towards
the average graphite value. This increase in Xo correlates with the observed increase
in La with an increase in heat-treatment temperature.
2.4 Results
Chapter 2 has given an introduction to the structure of the carbon aerogel mate-
rial (RF and PF-based). These materials have an intricate morphology which is
intimately linked to the initial chemical synthesis. The aerogels studied consist, in
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trix. The interconnectivity of the particles depends on the particle size, mass density
and heat-treatment temperature. The internal structure of the particles consists of an
intertwined network of graphitic ribbons which do provide some connection between
the particles. The internal graphitic network leads to the formation of nanopores
within the particles. Heat-treatment is seen to be most effective in untangling the in-
ternal graphitic ribbon structure and causing pore collapse, making the aerogel more
ordered. The dangling bonds that are present result in a topological type of disorder.
The fractal analysis of the mesopores and nanopores suggests that the aggregation
process follows a cluster-cluster formation, giving rise to the various porous dimen-
sions exhibited by the carbon aerogel. The similarity of the fractal dimension of the
nanopores confirms the Raman studies that have shown that the internal structure
of the aerogels is the same for polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels.
Most of the studies on aerogels have concentrated on obtaining dimensions and
distributions for the porous network and the particles inherent to this system. In
Chapter 3, the next step is taken towards understanding how the structure, in partic-
ular the solid particle matrix, contributes to the electrical transport in these materials.
The carbon aerogels are the first conducting organic aerogels to be made. It will be
shown in Chapter 3 that the structural parameter changes discussed here in Chapter 2
have effects on the transport behaviour.
Chapter 3
Electronic Transport Properties
Now that we are more familiar with the structure of the materials we are studying,
we can begin to discuss the basic transport mechanisms that can be observed in these
disordered materials. Chapter 3 examines the temperature-dependence of the elec-
trical conductivity and transverse magnetoresistance as functions of parameters such
as mass density, R/C molar ratio and heat-treatment temperature. The mesoscopic
disorder inherent to the aerogel system is seen to lead to localization effects at low
temperature. The effects of parameters in the localization and the role they play
near the Insulator-Metal-Transition (IMT) are examined. A type of variable range
hopping is used to explain the observed transport behaviour.
3.1 Experimental Setup
3.1.1 Conductivity Measurements
Transport measurements generally entail a four-point contact configuration i.e., a
constant current is applied to the sample and the resulting voltage drop across the
sample is measured. The samples are machined 1 for use in transport measurements
'Work carried out at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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n be mounted onto samples: (a) Contacts
aced on the end faces, voltage leads on the
by first being placed on a specially-designed vacuum chuck and then cut with a
diamond-tipped tooling. The resulting machined samples have dimensions on the
order of - 8 x 5 x 5 mm3 . Figures 3-1(a) and (b) show that contacts can be placed
i) col-linearly on the surface of the sample (Fig. 3-1(a)) or ii) having the current
passing through the end faces and measuring the voltage from the top (Fig. 3-1(b)).
Both techniques result in the same temperature-dependent resistance, in feature as
well as magnitude. By placing the the contacts col-linearly, the conductance can be
calculated using [36]:
S2Vs (3.1)
where V is the measured voltage, I is the applied current, and s is the spacing between
contacts, with s < t, the sample thickness. For the present work, s is on the order of
0.5 to 1 mm.
By placing the current leads on the end faces of the sample and measuring the
voltage from the top, then:
V = IR (3.2)
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and the conductance can be calculated from:
a = (sI)/(VA) (3.3)
where A is the samples cross-sectional area and s is the spacing between the voltage
electrodes.
Once contacts are made to the sample, they are mounted onto integrated circuit
(IC) chip carriers and placed into IC plugs in a sample holder. A copper tubing
which serves as a heater is then placed around the sample. This ensures uniform
cooling/heating of the samples. The sample holder is then placed into an inner jacket,
which in turn is placed into the inner jacket of a Janis cryostat. By evacuating the
sample space and the outer jacket surrounding the sample space and introducing a
small amount of helium gas into these spaces, thermal cooling can occur. A constant
current is passed though the samples and the voltage is measured. To minimize Joule
heating effects, a power less than 10- 7 Watts is applied to the sample. Temperature
scans are taken by cooling the samples to 4.2 K and waiting for sample equilibrium
before taking data via a natural warming process. The temperature and sample
voltage are collected via computer.
3.1.2 Magnetoresistance Measurements
The transverse magnetoresistance studies were carried out at the Francis Bitter Na-
tional Magnet Lab (FBNML) in a magnet capable of going to fields of 20 Tesla. Sam-
ples are mounted on a New Universal Sample Holder (NUSH) card which provides
contact to equipment outside the cryostat via electrical feedthroughs. The NUSH
card is also designed to provide the samples with thermal contact. Once samples are
mounted to the NUSH, they are surrounded with a copper tubing which serves as the
heater. This creates an enclosed space where the samples can gain uniform thermal
equilibrium. The temperature of the system is measured with a Carbon glass resis-
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tor, the temperature control being provided by a Capacitance meter. All these have
contacts on the NUSH. After samples are mounted and all contacts are checked, the
cryostat is lowered into the 2-inch bore of the magnet, making sure that the samples
are centered in the magnet. Once the samples are centered, the system is ready to
take data. Temperature control below 4.2 K (down to 1.4 K) is achieved by pumping
on liquid Helium in the cryostat. Data acquisition is done with a Macintosh system.
Currents are provided to each sample, and the voltages are measured. The magnetic
field is directed along the z direction and is perpendicular to the current through
the sample. This is defined as transverse magnetoresistance. The voltage changes,
magnetic fields and temperatures are stored in a file. Once thermal equilibrium is
reached, and the sample resistances are in equilibrium, the magnetic field is ramped
from 0 Tesla to 15 or 20 Tesla. The ramp speed can be varied from 0.2 minutes to
20 minutes. However, to ensure that the samples' resistances follow the field, ramp
times are set at 10 minutes. The field is also ramped down, to ensure that there are
no shifts due to temperature changes. As the data is collected, the data acquisition
for the samples can be seen on the computer screen in real time. After the magne-
toresistance studies are done, the system can be cooled to 1.5 K. By operating in zero
field, low-temperature conductivity measurements can be obtained as the sample is
allowed to warm up naturally from 1.5 K.
3.2 Experimental Results: Electrical Conductiv-
ity
Figures 3-2 to 3-4 show typical semi-log plots of the electrical conductivity (a) versus
temperature (T) for a few of the (RF and PF) carbon aerogel samples studied. Fig-
ure 3-2 examines the density effects, while Figs. 3-3 and 3-4 show the heat-treatment
and particle size effects, respectively. The room temperature conductivity of the
high-density samples is generally an order of magnitude higher than the low-density
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Table 3.1: Showing the effects of density changes on the electrical conductivity of
as-prepared (THT = 10500 C) colloidal carbon aerogels (Resorcinol/Catalyst molar
ratio = 200).
pm (g/cm 3) 0.118 0.449 0.646
a(300 K) (S/cm) 0.85 8.1 22.0
THT (o C) 1050
Table 3.2: Showing the effects of heat-treatment temperature (THT) on the electrical
conductivity for colloidal (RF) aerogels. For a fixed density type, (high- or low-
density), the conductivity increases with an increase in THT.
THT (o C) 1050 1500 1800 1050 1500 1800
p,a (g/cm3 ) 0.103 0.117 0.137 0.646 0.621 0.635
a(300K) (S/cm) 0.74 1.02 1.60 22 42.36 65.0
R,/C 200
samples, irrespective of heat-treatment temperature or particle size.
Before examining the temperature-dependence of the conductivity, we can look
at the effects of variations in physical parameters on the electrical conductivity. Ta-
bles 3.1 to 3.3 show these effects. Of all the parameters that can be varied in the
aerogel system, density (particle packing) is the most effective in determining the
properties of the aerogel (see Table 3.1). Heat-treatment and particle size changes
help to enhance (or degrade) the observed properties. For example, in Table 3.2,
heat-treatment is seen to be more effective in enhancing the room-temperature dark
conductivity of the high-density samples than that of the low-density samples. The
(electrical) contacts between grains is further enhanced by heat-treatment. In Ta-
ble 3.3, it is harder to pick out the particle size effects from the density effects.
Generally, the trend shows that an increase in particle size increases the conductivity.
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Table 3.3: Showing the effects of particle size changes on the electrical conductiv-
ity. Particle sizes for polymeric carbon aerogels (R/C=50) are - 70-90 A, while the
R/C=200 and R/C=300 carbon aerogels have sizes of 120 and 150 A, respectively.
For the low-density polymeric carbon aerogel, the larger room-temperature conduc-
tivity (as compared to the low-density R/C=200 and 300 carbon aerogels) could also
be associated with the slightly larger density of this sample.
R/C 50 200 300 200 300
Pm (g/cm3 ) 0.182 0.123 0.117 0.670 0.801
a(300 K) (S/cm) 1.3 0.61 0.65 16.4 46.6
THT (o C) 1050
3.2.1 Effects of Physical Parameters on a
Density effects
Previous studies [20, 37] have shown that increases in mass density, pm, result in
increases in the conductivity a. Figure 3-2, a semi-log plot of a versus T, shows
this general behaviour. The inset shows that the trend continues with the PF-based
carbon aerogels. Note that the PF-based samples shown do not have as large a
density range as the RF-based carbon aerogels. As the mass density decreases, there
is an overall decrease in the conductivity. Also, these is a pronounced increase in the
temperature-dependence of a at low temperatures (below 30 K) with decreasing p,.
These results can be attributed to the packing of the particles. Conduction pathways
are reduced with decreases in density, leading to a more localized behaviour in a(T).
Heat-treatment effects
Referring to Fig. 3-3 we can see the striking effect of heat-treatment on the dark-
conductivity. The highest density samples, heat-treated at 15000 C and 1800' C, show
little measurement temperature dependence in the conductivity, though as-prepared
(THT = 10500 C) high-density samples generally exhibit a stronger a(T) dependence
similar to the behaviour for the low-density samples, as shown in Fig. 3-2. Thus,





















Figure 3-2: Semilog-plot of dark-conductivity (a) versus measurement temperature
(T) showing the density effects for as-prepared (THT = 10500 C) (RF) carbon aero-
gels with R/C=200. The inset shows a corresponding plot for the PF-based carbon
aerogels. o : Pm = 0.646 g/cm3; * : Pm = 0.449 g/cm3 ; • : pm = 0.118 g/cm3 ; Inset
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Figure 3-3: Semilog-plot of dark-conductivity (a) versus temperature showing the
heat-treatment effects for the (RF) carbon aerogel samples studied. E:THT= 1050 0 C,
Pm = 0.103 g/cm3 ; o:THT=1500 0 C, Pm = 0.117 g/cm3 ; A:THT=1800 0 C,
Pm = 0.137 g/cm 3; +:THT=1500°C, Pm = 0.621 g/cm3 ; O:THT=1800 C, pm =
0.635 g/cm 3 . For the THT=18 0 00 C (pm=0.635 g/cm3 ) and THT=15000 C (pm=0.6 2 1
g/cm3 ) high-density samples, the temperature dependence of the conductivity is very
weak.
heat-treatment has a very large effect on the dark conductivity of the high-density
carbon aerogel samples, though most of the change in a(T) is realized before THT
has reached 18000 C. The small temperature dependence in the conductivity for the
high-density samples above 15000 C signifies that a metallic regime is reached with
the high-density samples. We can consider THT = 15000 C to define the temperature
at which the Insulation-Metal-Transition (IMT) point is reached in the carbon aerogel
system. This agrees with the Raman studies of Section 2.3.4 which show that changes
in the Raman spectra are more pronounced above 15000 C.
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Figure 3-4: Plot of loglo a versus T showing the particle-size effects for the (RF) car-
bon aerogels studied. o: R/C=300, Pm=0.80 1 g/cm 3; 0[:R/C=50, pm=0.6 7 2 g/cm3;
V: R/C=200, pm=0.670 g/cm3; A: R/C=300, pm=0.117 g/cm3 ; *: R/C=200,
pm=0.12 3 g/cm3 ; 0: R/C=50, pm=0.18 2 g/cm3 ; x: R/C=50, pm=0. 19 0 g/cm3 ;
THTT=18000 C.
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Figure 3-5: Semi-log plot of the conductivity as a function of 1000/T for the
samples in Fig. 3-3. EI:THT=1050 0 C, Pm = 0.103 g/cm3; o:THT=1 50 0 C,
Pm = 0.117 g/cm3; A:THT=1800 0 C, Pm = 0.137 g/cm ; +:THT=15000C, pm =
0.621 g/cm3 ; O:THT=18000 C, Pm = 0.635 g/cm 3 .
The data in Fig. 3-3 exhibit a linear relation over the temperature range T < 50
K, suggestive of a thermally activated conductivity, a(T) oc exp[-Ea/kT]. It should
be emphasized that this activated form for the conductivity is a limiting case of the
type of variable range hopping to be discussed below.
Particle size effects
Figure 3-4 shows a semi-log plot of a versus T for various particle sizes. The form
of u(T) is similar to that in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3. However, the order of magnitude
changes in a at low temperature are more pronounced in Fig. 3-4. In particular, the
low-density R/C=50 sample below 5 K has a resistance that falls off by six orders of
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magnitude over a 1 K temperature range. Below 4 K, its resistance is on the order
of gigaohms, making low temperature measurements on this sample very difficult.
The behaviour of a(T) for the low-density R/C=50 samples is similar to that of the
low-density R/C=200 and 300 aerogels. However, the low-temperature conductivity
for R/C=50 samples tends to be more strongly temperature-dependent than for the
R/C=200 and 300 samples, for a fixed mass density. This behaviour is consistent
with the polymeric carbon aerogels being a more mesoscopically disordered system.
Figure 3-6, a log-log plot of a versus T, emphasizes the temperature dependence
of a(T) at low T. The observed behaviour at low temperature is once again indicative
of a strongly localized system. In this sense, the electron's wavefunction is confined
around a point ro in space. In this localization regime the carbon aerogel is no longer
metallic, but exhibits insulating characteristics. Given the metallic and insulating
behaviour of the aerogel system, we can expect varied temperature dependences of
the conductivity, as will be seen below in the data analysis.
3.2.2 Temperature Dependence of a
Features common to Fig. 3-2- 3-4 are i) an IMT transition between the high- and
low-density samples, irrespective of R/C or THT ii) a strong temperature-dependence
in the low density samples. The carbon aerogel, from TEM measurements, consists
of a network of connected particles. Electrical transport should take place via i)
motion of de-localized charge carriers within the particles and ii) hopping between
particles to facilitate charge carrier transfer. By considering the particles to lie in an
insulating matrix (air), they resemble Sheng's [38] model of carbon particles embedded
in an insulating PVC matrix. There, Sheng used a model of fluctuation-induced
tunneling (FIT) to explain the a(T) mechanism. In the FIT model, it is assumed that
thermally activated voltage fluctuations across the barrier between carbon particles
drives the tunneling current of electrons through the potential barriers between carbon
particles. In this vein, our previous analysis of the a(T) data in Fig. 3-2 (effects












Figure 3-6: Showing a loglo-loglo plot of a versus T for the samples in Fig. 3-4, thereby
emphasizing the low T behaviour. o: R/C=300, p,=0.801 g/cm3 ; D:R/C=50,
pm=0.6 7 2 g/cm3 7: R/C=2OO, pm, 0 .6 70 g/cm 3; /: R/C=300, pm=0.11
7 g/cm3; *:
R/C=200, pm=0.12 3 g/cm3; 0: R/C=50, pr=0.18 2 g/cm 3; x: R/C=50, pm=0.19 0
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of p,,) was done using the FIT model. Recent findings show [39] that this model
results in unreasonably large effective masses for the charge carriers (- 40 me for
the low-density sample). Recent findings also show that variable range hopping is a
more likely conduction mechanism than FIT at very low temperatures (T < 10 K).
Furthermore, a(T) measurements, made above 4.2 K, could not possibly distinguish
between the thermally activated conduction and the FIT model (given by U(T) =
aoexp{-[T /(T + To)]}) when the observed values of To are less than 4 K.
By performing conductivity measurements down to 1.2 K, the mechanism re-
sponsible for the localization at low temperature can be analyzed more thoroughly.
With this in mind, Figs. 3-7(a)-(d) show semi-log plots of a versus (1/T)P (where
p = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4) for the data in Fig. 3-4. The best linear fit to the data at low
temperature is for p = 1/2. This gives a conductivity with a temperature dependence
that follows exp(- T0 /T). The p = 1/2 dependence in Fig. 3-7(b) is universal for
all the samples studied and is more pronounced at low temperatures (T < 10 K),
especially for the low-density samples. The deviation in resistivity from a p = 1/2
to a p = 1 dependence at higher temperatures shows that at these temperatures, the
carbon aerogel follows a simple activated form. The p = 1/2 dependence is suggestive
of a Coulomb gap variable range hopping (CGVRH) [40] mechanism (see Sect. 3.4).
In order to corroborate this identification of the transport mechanism, magnetoresis-
tance studies have been conducted, the results of which are discussed in Sect. 3.3.
There it will be shown that the CGVRH mechanism predicts a magnetoresistance
which has a quadratic dependence on magnetic field.
Although no low-temperature (T < 4 K) data is available for the low-density
R/C=50 heat-treated (THT =18000 C) sample, the transport mechanism associated
with the p = 1/2 behaviour is likely to apply to this sample as well, since its con-
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Figure 3-7: Semi-log plot of resistivity p versus (1/T)P for the (RF) carbon aero-
gels shown in Fig. 3-4. Labeling clockwise from the upper-left, p = (a) 1 (b) 1/2,
(c) 1/3, (d) 1/4 for 0: R/C=50, pm=0. 1 8 2 g/cm3 ; x: R/C=50, pm=0.19 0 g/cm3;
THT=1 8 0 00 C; A: R/C=300, p,=0.1 17 g/cm 3 ; E: R/C=50, pm=0.6 7 2 g/cm3 ; 0:
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3.3 Experimental Results: Transverse Magnetore-
sistance
The transverse magnetoresistance was measured at temperatures ranging from 1.5
K to 27 K for the high-density R/C=50 and the low-density R/C=50 and 300
as-prepared samples. Figures 3-8(a)-(c) show the relative change in magnetoresis-
tance [p(H) - p(O)]/p(O) =_ Ap/p as a function of magnetic field (H) for various
values of measurement temperature for: (a) the low-density (Pm = 0.117 g/cm3 )
R/C=300, (b) the low-density (Pm = 0.182 g/cm3 ) R/C=50, and (c) the high-density
(pm = 0.672 g/cm3 ) R/C=50 samples, respectively. The magnetoresistance for all
the samples studied is positive and large in comparison to other disordered carbon
materials [41]. Similar behaviour in Ap/p as a function of field has been observed for
the R/C=200 and the PF-based carbon aerogels. However, as the only available sam-
ples for these latter aerogels were high-density types (0.38 - 0.75 g/cm3 ), their Ap/p
behaviour as a function of field is similar in magnitude to the high-density R/C=50
carbon aerogels (Fig. 3-8(c)), with Ap/p being - 20% at 15 Tesla for the PF-based
aerogel with pm = 0.383 g/cm3 . For all the samples studied, the magnetoresistance
is temperature dependent, with the largest Ap/p occurring at low temperature (T <
4K).
In Fig. 3-9, in which Ap/p is plotted versus H at 4.3 K for both high and low-
density aerogels with various R/C molar ratios, we see that the low-density R/C=50
aerogel exhibits the largest Ap/p (121% at 15T). This is consistent with the large
temperature dependence of the resistivity exhibited by this sample at low temperature
in the semi-log plot of a(T) versus T (see Fig. 3-4).
The transverse magnetoresistance follows a quadratic form at low fields as shown
in Fig. 3-10, in which Ap/p is plotted versus H2 for the high-density R/C=50 sample
in Fig. 3-8(b). This quadratic behaviour was observed in all of the samples studied
and becomes suppressed (saturated) at high magnetic fields, with the saturation field
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Figure 3-9: [p(H) - p(O)/p(O)] versus H for carbon aerogel samples with different
densities and R/C ratios at 4.3 K.
As-prepared samples
at 4.3 K
o R/C=50 (pm=0.182 g/cc)
E R/C=200 (Pm= 0 .123 g/cc)
a R/C=300 (Pm= 0 .1 17 g/cc)
x R/C=f51 (n =0 A79 n/r.
R/C=200 \m =0.670 g/cc)
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decreasing with decreasing temperature. Further discussion of the temperature and
magnetic field dependence of the magnetoresistance is given in Sect. 3.4.
3.4 Discussion of Transport in Carbon Aerogels
Fung et al. [39] have observed an exponential p = 1/2 temperature-dependence in the
conductivity of R/C=200 colloidal carbon aerogels. This behaviour was attributed
to variable range hopping (VRH) in a Coulomb gap in the density of states. The
observance of a p = 1/2 dependence in the conductivity for the colloidal and poly-
meric carbon aerogels studied in Sec. 3.2.2 is also consistent with a Coulomb gap VRH
mechanism. It is noted that the determination of the p-value by plotting loglo a versus
(1/T)P for different p values is somewhat ambiguous because of the finite tempera-
ture range for which the (1/T)1/2 plot is linear. It is also possible that the observed
p = 1/2 behaviour is not due to a CGVRH mechanism. Since the CGVRH model
also predicts a unique temperature-dependence for the magnetoresistance, the con-
ductivity findings in Sect. 3.2 can be confirmed by measuring the magnetoresistance
as a function of temperature.
The presence of a positive magnetoresistance is suggestive of a hopping conduc-
tivity mechanism. The presence of the magnetic field in a VRH system is to cause
a reduction in the wave function overlap, which in turn results in an increase in the
tunneling probability and an increase in resistance. When a Coulomb gap is present
in the density of states, the magnetoresistance in the VRH regime is given by [40]:
[pIn =t -4 MH 2  (3.4)p(0) A (T 
where A - cheH is the magnetic length, E a localization length, To the same
characteristic temperature as in Eqn. (3.7), p = 1/2 and t, a p-dependent term, is
- 0.0015 for a 3-D system. Equation (3.4) is valid in the weak field regime, i.e., for
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Figure 3-11: Loglo-loglo plot of slope, M, in Eqn. (3.4) versus T for three as-prepared
carbon aerogel samples (see text). The slopes of the curves in this figure give the
values of 3p in Eqn. (3.4).
A »> . By fitting the low-field linear regime in a plot of ln[p(H)/p(O)] versus H2, a
value for M in Eqn. (3.4) as a function of T can be obtained. A log-log plot of M
versus T is used to give the p dependence in Eqn. (3.4). Thus, an observed value of
p = 1/2 would be consistent with both the observed conductivity and the CGVRH
mechanism.
Figure 3-11 shows a log-log plot of slope M versus T for three measured aerogel
samples. For both the high-density R/C=50 sample and the low-density R/C=300
sample, the data in Fig 3-11 show that p ' 0.5. Since the magnetoresistance for
the low-density R/C=50 sample could not be measured at very low temperatures,
no good estimate for p could be obtained for this sample. The approximate value of
p = 0.7 indicated by the four points in Fig. 3-11 for the R/C=50 (Pm = 0.182 g/cm3 )
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sample is likely to be an overestimate of p for this sample, since the onset of the
1-/T behaviour occurs around 4 K for this sample. The value of p = 1/2 obtained
from Fig. 3-11 confirms the value of p obtained from the plot of logo0 p versus 1/T
in Fig. 3-7(b), and suggests that CGVRH is indeed possible at low temperatures
in colloidal as well as polymeric aerogels. It is interesting to understand how VRH
is possible in carbon aerogels with varied morphologies. This can be done by first
reviewing how the CGVRH mechanism manifests itself in a disordered system and
then adapting this mechanism to the carbon aerogel system.
In an amorphous system, as the temperature is lowered, the conduction mechanism
is by hopping between states with energies lying close to the Fermi level. For a non-
vanishing constant density of states at the Fermi level, the conductivity follows Mott's
law [42]
a = ao exp[-(To/T)P] (3.5)
with p = 1/(n+1) for an n-dimensional system. The hopping distance is temperature-
dependent, unlike the case of nearest-neighbour (NN) hopping; hence the Mott's law
behaviour is referred to as variable range hopping conduction. When electron-electron
interactions are taken into account, Efros and Shklovskii [40, 43] have shown that a
quasi-gap appears in the density of states at the Fermi level, and that the resulting
conductivity exhibits a Coulomb gap VRH (CGVRH) conduction mechanism given
by:




with t being the dielectric constant, ( the localization length, kB Boltzmann's con-
stant and /3 = 2.8 for a three-dimensional system [40]. This p = 1/2 dependence
has been observed in both amorphous semiconductors [44] and granular metals [45]
(GMs), although the origin of this dependence is not well established in the latter
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system.
The GM material consists of metallic grains of some average size d randomly
dispersed in an insulating matrix with an average separation s between the grains.
The aerogel system is similar to the GM material in its structure of grains and pores.
However, unlike the GM, the grains in the carbon aerogel system are necessarily
closely connected in order to maintain the solid structure, resulting in a granular
separation s much less than the grain size d.
Various studies have been done on the transport properties of GMs in order to
explain the p = 1/2 dependence of the conductivity. Studies have shown that this
dependence was possible under the assumption of s/d =constant [45, 46]. However,
this assumption is not always experimentally verified in all systems, including car-
bon aerogels. For uncorrelated distributions of s and d (with s - d), the critical
path method (CPM) [47, 48] results in an approximate p = 1/2 dependence in the
intermediate regime between VRH and tunneling.
The idea of VRH in GMs has not been widely adopted since the electron wave-
function decays rapidly in the insulating gap between neighbouring grains. The study
of Fung et al. [39] has addressed the issue of how VRH could occur in carbon aerogels
with their connected-grain morphology. The grains and the insulating gaps between
the grains can present barriers of height Od and ,, respectively. If the wavefunction
decays rapidly across the gaps and s - d, then NN hopping should dominate over
VRH because the probability of locating an electron beyond a NN grain decreases
almost exponentially with distance. However, because of the fluctuations in the grain
energy due to the surrounding random disorder potential (see below), the wavefunc-
tion decay over the grain could be larger than that between the grains, especially
for s < d, as is the case for carbon aerogels. When an image force is taken into
account, C, could be significantly lowered, further reducing the wavefunction decay
in the gaps between neighbouring grains, leaving ¢d as the only effective means for
carrier localization.
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Adkins [49] proposed that fluctuations in the charging energy Ec of the grains are
caused by a random disorder potential near each grain. The charging energy is defined
as the energy required to move a charge from infinity onto a neutral conducting grain
and is given by:
Ec ^- (3.8)
where e is the charge, a the effective dielectric constant of the medium through which
the charge is moving, and d the size of the grain. As E, can only change in the
presence of the random disorder potential by an amount of 2E, without discharging,
the energy of the system as a whole varies between EF + 2Ec, where EF is the Fermi
energy. The average effective barrier height kd is then on the order of the fluctuations
of Ec, i.e.,
Od ~ 2Ec . (3.9)
With the introduction of the fluctuations in the grain energy, the localization
length ( can be replaced with an effective wavefunction decay length (X-1f) within
the grain, given as a function of the effective barrier height Cd,
Xe V = (3.10)
in which m* is the effective mass of the carriers.
From the above discussion, the finite grain size does not prevent one from observing
VRH in the Coulomb gap regime. From the p = 1/2 dependences in the magnetore-
sistance and the conductivity data, the CGVRH mechanism, as previously applied to
explain the low-temperature conduction in carbon aerogel samples with R/C=200, is
seen to be retained, despite changes in grain size ranging from - 70 - 150 A.
Table 3.4 lists values of To, n, Xeff and m* as obtained from the CGVRH model.
These values were obtained from experiment as follows. A fit of the conductivity
curves to Eqn. (3.6) resulted in values of To. The curves were fit in a temperature
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Table 3.4: Coulomb gap variable range hopping (CGVRH) parameters for as-prepared
carbon aerogels with various R/C molar ratios and densities. Values for the charac-
teristic temperature To, the dielectric constant K, particle sizes d, wavefunction decay
lengths Xe- and the effective mass, m* are shown.
R/C 50 50 200 200 300
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.182 0.672 0.123 0.670 0.117
THT(o C) 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050
To (K) 1849 45 2100 30 502
S6.5 105.4 6 110 16.6
d (A) 770-90 0-90 (70) (a)  (120) (120) 150(160)
Xeff (A) 39 99 35 140 56
m* (units of me) 0.04-0.05 0.10-0.13 0.08 0.09 0.10
(a) Grain sizes in parentheses based on m*=0.1 me
range corresponding to an onset of -1/T behaviour at low temperature. The To
values were then used along with values of the slope M [from Eqn. (3.4)] to obtain
Xeff. The values for , were then obtained from Eqn. (3.7) and used, along with
XefI, to procure values of m* from Eqn. (3.10). The lack of low-temperature data for
the low-density as-prepared R/C=50 sample resulted in an underestimation of To,
and hence the unphysically small values of m* in Table 3.4. Since the grain size d is
not uniform within the aerogels of R/C=50 and 300, a range of possible values for
m* results, as shown in Table 3.4. Previous work [39] done on R/C=200 aerogels
has shown that an average effective mass of m* _ 0.1mo has consistently resulted
in reasonable grain sizes. Using this value of m* results in the grain sizes listed in
parentheses in Table 3.4. These grain sizes, as obtained from the CGVRH model, are
consistent with the average grain sizes measured with high-resolution TEM [11].
Table 3.4 suggests that the wavefunction decay length (x\- 1 ) is correlated with the
mass density. The high-density samples have larger Xf-1 than the low-density samples,
in accordance with the closer packing of the grains and hence the observed increase in
r. Increases in K signify a reduction in the spread of the charging energy as the IMT
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is reached. To gives a measure of this energy spread and decreases accordingly with
increases in pm. The hopping distance, given approximately by Xff (To/T) 11/2 , can be
estimated and compared with the grain sizes obtained using an effective mass of 0.1
me. From Fig. 3-7(b), the 1/T dependence is valid for T < 20 K and T < 16 K for
the high-density R/C=50 and the low-density R/C=300 aerogels, respectively. Using
values for To and Xf-1 from Table 3.4, minimum hopping distances of 136 A and
315 A are obtained for the R/C=50 and 300 samples, respectively. These distances
are approximately two times the average grain sizes, suggesting that not only is VRH
possible, but that the grains, and not the dangling bonds, act as localization sites. The
number of carriers localized to these sites can be estimated from the photoconductivity
data (see Sect. 4.4). There it is shown that the hole carrier density, po, is on the order
of 1017 carriers/cm 3. For a particle of diameter 120 A, this implies that each particle
is occupied by only one electron for a one-to-one relation of electrons and holes in
the system, thereby implying large fluctuations in local electron density. The strong
localization at low temperatures exhibited by the low-density carbon aerogels suggests
that these aerogels obey the condition kfl < 1, where 1 is the mean free path of the
conduction carriers. As the particles themselves act as the localization sites, the mean
free paths are on the order of the particle sizes (70 - 150A). A rough estimate of the
values of k]F for carbon aerogels compared to that of graphite can be obtained using
kF = (37r2 n) 1/3 where n is the carrier density. For graphite, n - 1019 carriers/cm 3 ,
so that kFaerogels , 0.2 kFgraphite, since the Fermi surfaces for the carbon aerogels are
smaller than those for graphite.
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3.5 Relation Between Microscopic Disorder and
Electrical Conductivity
Despite the smearing of the grains in R/C=50 samples, the magnitude of La from
Raman studies (see Table 2.4) suggests that the structure internal to a grain in carbon
aerogels is independent of both the R/C ratio and the mass density. The magnitude
of La is in good agreement with the size of the RF filaments within the grains, as
observed by high-resolution TEM [50]. With heat-treatment, La increases slightly
and the microscopic disorder in the system also becomes annealed somewhat, both
as shown by the Raman scattering measurements in Chapter 2.
The specific surface area increases with decreasing R/C, and this manifests itself
in a large concentration of unpaired spins (as denoted by N), as can be seen from
the values of N in Table 2.7. It is noted that the increase in the specific surface
areas (SSAs) from R/C=300 to 50, quoted in Sect. 2.1 from results of gas adsorption
measurements, could not account for the much larger increase in N, probably because
part of the actual SSA is inaccessible to the vapour used in the adsorption measure-
ment. However, the increase in N can be explained by the SSA increase calculated
from the average grain sizes listed in parentheses in Table 3.4, suggesting that the
grain size calculated from the CGVRH model is indeed correct, and that the SSA
available for charge storage might be more accurately measured by transport and
capacitance measurements than by adsorption methods.
There is no clear correlation between the spin concentration and the conductivity.
For example, in Table 2.7, the number of unpaired spins per gram for the low-density
heat-treated (THT =18000 C) R/C=50 aerogel, which also exhibits a strong localiza-
tion behaviour (see Sec. 3.2.1), is smaller than that of the high-density as-prepared
R/C=50 aerogel. From Fig. 3-7(b), the high-density as-prepared R/C=50 sample has
a larger conductivity (smaller resistivity) than the low-density heat-treated R/C=50
sample, seemingly suggesting that the conductivity increases with increasing micro-
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scopic disorder. However, by comparing the low-density as-prepared and heat-treated
R/C=50 aerogels, it is observed that the conductivity seemingly decreases with in-
creasing microscopic disorder. This suggests that the low temperature conduction
mechanism is more related to the density than to the unpaired spin concentration,
since with increasing density, there is always an increase in the conductivity. Since
the density is correlated with the packing ratio of the grains, it is likely that the
grains, rather than the defects, act as the carrier localization sites in the CGVRH
process.
For the low-density R/C=200 and R/C=300 as-prepared samples, although the
mass density and the unpaired spin concentration in both systems are similar (i.e.,
equal microscopic disorder), their conductivities are very different. The only variable
is the grain size. Once again, the unpaired spins do not correlate with the observed
conductivities, thus further supporting the CGVRH model in which the grains are
the localization sites and the grain size (i.e., the granularity or mesoscopic disorder)
is an important parameter in determining the sample resistance.
The colloidal and polymeric aerogels not only differ in grain size but also in the
distinction of individual grains. Despite the morphological differences, the trans-
port experiments suggest that colloidal and polymeric aerogels exhibit similar trans-
port behaviour. This tends to suggest that polymeric and colloidal aerogels do not
represent two sitructural extremes, as also pointed out in a previous high-resolution
TEM study [11.]. The synthesis process for both types of aerogels should follow
similar pathways, except that under high catalyst concentrations, the process of clus-
ter (grain) formation is short-lived because RF chains are quickly being connected
to other RF chains nearby, resulting in smaller grain sizes in the polymeric carbon
aerogels. Though obscured in a high-resolution TEM micrograph by the presence of
highly branched carbon filaments, these small grains should constitute the insulated
conducting regions (and localization sites for charge carriers) in polymeric aerogels,
as suggested by the transport results.
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that the structural links between neighbouring
grains are not necessarily electrically conducting. As such, more non-conducting
regions (defects) would be expected in polymeric carbon aerogels, leading to lower
electrical conductivity at a given density as compared to colloidal carbon aerogels.
These data are nevertheless consistent with the superior mechanical properties of





The carbon aerogel represents a disordered carbon system. In Chapter 3 it was shown
that there was not a very strong correlation between the microscopic disorder and
the electrical conductivity. The conductivity is strongly dependent on the mesoscopic
disorder (packing of the particles). Chapter 4 focuses on the role the microscopic
defects play in the carbon aerogel system by using photoconductivity as a probe.
A few concepts of photoconductivity are presented. The experimental set-up as it
pertains to the types of measurements (time and power dependences, for example)
being done are examined. Finally, the results and a model for the photoconductivity
are presented.
4.1 Demarcation levels, Recombination Centres
and Traps
When light, is incident on a material, (photo-excited) electron-hole pairs can be created
which can then go on to enhance the electrical conductivity. This increase in the
number of charge carriers due to the incident radiation is called photoconductivity
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(Au). The effect is more pronounced in an insulator in which the thermal dark
carrier density (no, Po) is less than the photo-generated carrier density (An, Ap). If
both carriers contribute to the increased conduction, then
Au = e(Ana + Ap1 p) , (4.1)
where e is the electron charge and An,p are the electron and hole mobilities, respec-
tively. The absorbed photon energy can excite photoelectrons to the conduction band
in a variety of ways:
i) Direct band-to-band transitions
ii) Donor level ionization
iii) Impurity level (located in the valence band) to conduction band transitions.
Photo-electrons excited to the conduction band via light excitation will generally
recombine with free holes indirectly, through defects in the material. Defects can act
as either recombination centres or traps for the photo-carriers. Recombination centres
differ from traps only in terms of their location with respect to the demarcation level
(defined below). Figure 4-1 shows the differences between the two types of centres.
The diagram shows an electron and a hole sitting at the demarcation level, D. In
the steady-state, the demarcation level is the energy level at which a hole (electron)
has equal probability of being thermally excited to the valence (conduction) band or
being able to capture a free electron (hole). Referring to Fig. 4-1, energy levels above
D (levels closer to the conduction band, CB), act as traps for electrons as it is easier
to thermally excite the electron to the conduction band from this point. These same
levels act as recombination centres for holes as it is easier to capture an electron into
these levels and thus release the hole into the valence band. It should be noted that
recombination is a two-step process, whereas trapping is a one-step process.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram showing the general definition of demarcation levels
(D), recombination (R) and trapping (T) centres. The conduction and valence bands
are denoted by CB and VB, respectively, while EF is the Fermi energy.
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4.1.1 Monomolecular and Bimolecular Recombination
Recombination can take place in a variety of ways. If the photo-carrier density is
smaller than that of the thermal dark carriers (Aa < a), then recombination occurs
with thermal dark carriers. This type of recombination is known as a monomolecular
process. If, however, the photo-carrier density is larger than that of the thermal dark
carriers, the photo-carriers have a larger probability of recombining with each other,
independent of the dark carriers. This results in a bimolecular process [52].
Both types of processes result in the photocurrent Ai having a dependence on the
incident light intensity, I. For the monomolecular case, Ai oc I, while the bimolecular
process has Ai oc 11/2. By doing power-dependence studies, the type of recombination
mechanism inherent to the aerogel system can be examined.
The time the photo-carrier spends contributing to the photoconductivity is con-
sidered its lifetime. This lifetime can be short (on the order of microseconds) or long
(persistent photoconductivity - on the order of days). Another measure of time is
the response time. This is defined as the time for the photocurrent to reach 1/e
of its steady-state value after the light is turned on (rise time) or off (decay time).
The presence of traps can be observed in the decay time profiles. When the light
is turned off, for the system to relax to equilibrium, the recombination centres will
capture electrons, say, but any traps in the system will have to empty electrons into
the recombination centres by first exciting electrons thermally into the conduction
band. In this way, the response time in the absence of light, can be longer than the
response time in the presence of light.
4.2 Experimental Setup
The photoconductivity measurements consisted of three parts: Measuring (a) the
temperature-dependent photoconductivity, (b) the intensity dependence and (c) the
transient (time-dependent) photoconductivity. The various electronics required for
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Figure 4-2: Schematic showing the overall experimental set-up for the photoconduc-
tivity experiments. The sample is connected to external instruments via electrical
feedthroughs from the cryostat. The computer is connected to the Lakeshore tem-
perature controller, the shutter and the voltage and current meters. The arrows on
the dashed lines show the flow of information. The width of the laser lines in the
diagram signifies a reduction in the laser diameter/focusing.
these measurements are described in this section.
The illuminating source is an Argon-ion laser, of wavelength 4880 A. The general
photoconductivity set-up also consists of an optics table, an IBM compatible 486 DX
computer, an automated shutter control system, a Lakeshore DRC-93CA temperature
controller and a Keithley current source and voltmeter. The computer has software
which is used to create programs for remotely controlling the Lakeshore, the shutter
and the programmable Keithley voltmeter. Figure 4-2 gives an overall schematic of
the experimental set-up. Various parts of the experiment are described in more detail
below.
Samples are mounted as discussed in Section 3.4. The samples are then placed in
a Janis continuous flow optical cryostat, the schematic of which is shown in Fig. 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Schematic showing the optical cryostat used for the photoconductivity
experiments. The main features are the needle valve control for allowing the He-
lium to enter the sample space for sample cooling and the sample space with its
vapourizer/temperature sensor for control of the Helium temperature.
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'The cryostat consists of an outer jacket which is kept evacuated and acts as a thermos.
An outer Nitrogen reservoir is used for thermal cooling of the liquid Helium in the
inner jacket. The sample space is thermally connected to the Helium reservoir via
the Helium valve operator (needle valve). The other end of the needle valve opens
into a liquid Helium capillary supply tube. Liquid Helium can enter the sample space
through this tube. However, the presence of a vapourizer (heater) and a temperature
sensor are responsible for controlling the temperature of the gas going into the sample
space. By using the Lakeshore and the temperature sensor to control the heat supplied
to the vapourizer, the temperature of the gas flowing over the sample, and hence the
sample temperature, can be controlled from 4.2 K to 300 K. Another temperature
sensor mounted near the sample provides the Lakeshore with the present sample
temperature.
The optical setup consists of mirrors, irises, filters and focusing lenses. The pri-
mary goal of the optics is to focus the beam into a 1-2 mm spot size onto the sample.
The irises are used to pick out the central part of the beam. The filter(s) is (are)
used to adjust the laser power intensity reaching the sample surface.
For the time and power-dependence studies, a Uniblitz shutter is used. The shutter
system is automated, as shown in the electronic schematic in Fig. 4-4. The computer
consists of a DAQ PC-LM-16 I/O board (National Instruments) capable of providing
digital output voltages up to +10 V with a maximum current output of 4 mA. The
shutter needs a minimum of 5 V for operation. However, as the coils in the shutter
require a larger current than is available on the board, an amplification system had to
be employed. A 1 V digital output (Vi) was amplified to 5.5 V (Vo). The operational
amplifier (op-amp) requires a ±15 V supply, and this is where most of the current
for the shutter comes from. After amplification, the output was passed through an
oscilloscope for visual confirmation before being sent to the shutter. The computer
program was written such that the shutter could be opened and closed for any period
of time, automatically.
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Figure 4-4: Schematic for the shutter control. The op-amp is used to amplify the
voltage output (Vi) from the board on the computer. The amplification factor for the
output voltage (Vo) is given by the ratio of resistors R 1 and R 2.
To conduct a time-dependent measurement, the shutter open/close times are set
such that the photo-signal comes to an equilibrium value. A Keithley 182 pro-
grammable voltmeter is used to store the data in its buffer. Once the data are
collected into the buffer, it is extracted using another computer program which saves
the measured photo-voltage as a function of time.
4.3 Results
Figure 4-5 shows a semi-log plot of photoconductivity versus temperature 1 for three
colloidal (R/C=200) carbon aerogel samples with various mass densities. One inter-
esting feature in the photoconductivity data is the occurrence of a maximum in the
plots of Aa versus T. The photoconductivity follows a simple activated form, Aa oc
exp[-To/T] at low T and au cx exp[T1/T] at high T. The temperature where the
photoconductivity is maximum, denoted by Tmax, occurs at approximately the same
temperature where the dark conductivity falls off sharply (recall Fig. 3-2) into its
'Unlike the dark-conductivity measurements, the photoconductivity measurements are taken
above 4.2 K.
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Figure 4-5: Semi-log plot of photoconductivity au versus temperature for R/C=200
as-prepared carbon aerogels with various densities. Solid lines show the results of a
least-squares fit obtained using Eqn. (4.17). These data are the photoconductivity
values for the samples whose dark conductivity was given in Fig. 3-2: o : Pm
0.646 g/cm3 ; * : Pm, = 0.449 g/cm3 ; 0 : p, = 0.118 g/cm3 .
localized regime. This suggests that the photoconductivity mechanism at low tem-
peratures is limited by a process similar to the transport and that the mobility is
thermally activated. On the high-temperature side of T,,max,, the photoconductivity
decreases and is smaller in magnitude than a(T). This decrease in photoconduc-
tivity suggests that recombination is occurring with thermal dark carriers that are
generated with increasing temperature.
Fig. 4-6 shows the photoconductivity, Au, for as-prepared carbon aerogels with
different heat-treatment temperatures plotted as a function of measurement temper-
ature, T. Again there is the presence of a peak in At(T). As THT is increased,
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Figure 4-6: Semi-log plot of photoconductivity Au versus temperature for R/C=200
carbon aerogels with various heat-treatment temperatures. These data are the pho-
toconductivity values for the samples whose dark conductivity was given in Fig. 3-3.
O :THT = 10500 C, Pm = 0.646 g/cm3 ; + :THT = 15000 C, pm = 0.621 g/cm3 ;
0 :THT = 1050'C, Pm = 0.103 g/cm3; o :THT = 1500 0 C, Pm = 0.117 g/cm3 ;
A :THT = 18000 C, Pm = 0.137 g/cm3
Tmax moves to lower temperatures, tracking the behaviour of the dark conductivity.
The onset of localization at low temperatures becomes suppressed with an increase in
heat-treatment. An increase in density (from the low to high density regime) results
in an overall increase in the magnitude of the photoconductivity.
Similar to the data in Fig. 4-5, the slope of Au versus T on the low-temperature
side of Tmax is larger than that on the high-temperature side. No photoconduc-
tivity signal could be detected for the high-density sample (pm=0.6 3 5 g/cm3 ) with
THT=1 8 0 00 C, although the high-density sample with THT=15000 C and the high-
density as-prepared sample (Pm=0.6 4 6 g/cm3) in Fig. 4-5 do exhibit a measurable pho-
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Figure 4-7: Semi-log plot of Aa/a versus T for the colloidal carbon aerogel data in
Figs. 3-2 and 4-5. * : pm = 0.118 g/cm3 ; + : Pm = 0.449 g/cm3 ; o : pm = 0.646 g/cm3 .
toconductivity. The large photoconductivity value for the high-density heat-treated
sample (p, = 0.621 g/cm3 , THT= 15000 C) can be understood by noting that the dark
conductivity is very large for this sample, signifying a mobility greater than that for
the low-density aerogels. Since Au oc I, the magnitude of the photoconductivity
should also scale as the mobility, conforming to the experimental data.
To further investigate the properties of the photoconductivity, Figs. 4-7 and 4-8
show semi-log plots of Au/a versus T for the data in Figs. 4-5 and 4-6, respectively.
Both plots show a monotonic decrease in Aa/a with increasing T and no maximum
in a/a is observed, in contrast to the behaviour of ac(T) itself. For the density
dependence in Fig. 4-7, the ratio Ac/a for the two least dense samples would seem
to imply that there are few free carriers present in the as-prepared carbon aerogel
system. However, the AC measurements 2 of Au show a much faster drop in the
2Not shown here, but discussed in [37].

















Figure 4-8: Semi-log plot of Aa/a versus T for the data in Figs. 3-3 and 4-6. EO :THT =
10500 C, Pm = 0.103 g/cm3 ; o :THT = 15000 C, Pm = 0.117 g/cm3 ; A :THT = 18000 C,
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magnitude of Aa/a with increasing T than the DC data (by 2 orders of magnitude).
The DC data represent changes in both p and Ap, whereas the AC data, where a
gate time shorter than the recombination time is employed, represent changes only
in p while Ap effectively remains constant. Hence, the AC data really imply that
Ac/a < 1, and hence the presence of free carriers. The presence of free carriers
signifies that the recombination should occur via a monomolecular process, as will
be seen later in the power-dependence study. With increases in Pm the reduction in
Aa/a signals an increase in the speed with which recombination occurs. This increase
in recombination is also manifested in the response times' dependence on density (see
Fig. 4-12). As will be shown in the model below, the number of traps in the system,
and the energy associated with these traps, is reduced with an increase in pm.
Figure 4-8 shows that not only is there a decrease in Aa/a with increases in pm,
but also there is a decrease with increasing THT at all temperatures. The compounded
effects of increases in THT and pm can be seen in the high-density sample heat-treated
to 15000 C. Here, the recombination process is purely monomolecular in nature with
the recombination process increasing with increases in heat-treatment temperature.
Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the plots of photoconductivity versus laser intensity for
the various samples shown in Figs. 4-5 and 4-6. The data were taken at low (10 K)
temperature (Figs. 4-9 and 4-10) and at room temperature (Fig. 4-9). For Fig. 4-9,
there is evidence of a variety of recombination processes. However, at 300 K, the
process is strictly monomolecular in nature. At 10 K, in contrast, there is evidence
for monomolecular recombination at low light intensities. With increases in intensity,
this behaviour crosses over to the bimolecular regime. In essence, with increases
in light intensity, states that were traps can become recombination centres. As the
density of recombination centres increases, the carrier lifetime will decrease. This is
the definition for a power dependence less than unity [53]. Referring now to the data
in Fig. 4-10 (taken at 10 K), it is seen that there is only evidence for bimolecular
recombination for all intensities studied, implying the presence of free carriers even
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Figure 4-9: Plot of photoconductivity (Aa) versus laser power for the data in Fig. 4-
6. There is evidence of monomolecular processes at 300 K (dashed lines) for all
light intensities. At low temperature (solid lines) and high light intensities, the data
show the existence of bimolecular recombination. * :Pm = 0.118 g/cm3; : Pm -
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Figure 4-10: Log-log plot of photoconductivity measured at 10K versus laser inten-
sity for carbon aerogel samples with various mass densities Pm and heat-treatment
temperatures THT. The data points are compared to solid lines with a slope of 1
for three of the data sets. For the A sample with THT = 18000 C and Pm= 0 .1 3 7
g/cm3, the comparison is to a slope of 1.5. O :THT = 10500 C, Pm = 0.103 g/cm 3 ;
o :THT = 15000C, Pm = 0.117 g/cm3 ; A :THT = 18000 C, Pm = 0.137 g/cm3 ;
+ :THT = 15000 C, p,,, = 0.621 g/cm3 .
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Figure 4-11: Plot of decay time versus temperature for R/C=200 carbon aerogels:
S: Pm = 0.118 g/cm3 ; + : Pm = 0.449 g/cm3 ; o : pm = 0.646 g/cm3 .
at low temperatures.
Figure 4-11 shows the decay times for the aerogels with various densities as a
function of temperature. The observed behaviour is typical of the samples studied.
The decay times are very long at low temperature and subsequently decrease with
increases in temperature. There is a rapid fall-off in decay times for T > 10 K. This
coincides with the increases in the recombination rate as discussed earlier. In Fig. 4-
11, the least dense sample exhibits the longest decay times at low temperatures. The
density effects on decay times are also shown in Fig. 4-12, a plot of p, versus decay
time at 10 K and 300 K. With increases in density, the decay time is seen to decrease.
Although the decay times at 10 K seem only slightly longer than the times at 300 K,
it must be noted that the low-temperature decay times fall off very rapidly above 6
K. The long decay times that occur will be discussed below and are attributed to a
possible screening of trapped carriers.
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Figure 4-12: Plot of density versus decay time for colloidal carbon aerogels at 10 K
and 300 K.
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4.4 Model for Photoconductivity
In order to understand the behaviour of the photoconductivity of carbon aerogels, it is
instructive to recall the results of the dark conductivity data in Chapter 3. The ther-
mal activation form of the conductivity at low temperature, a(T) oc exp[-Ea/kT],
suggests nearest-neighbor hopping as the dominant conduction mechanism in carbon
aerogels (a limiting case of the variable range hopping observed from magnetoresis-
tance data at very low T (<10K)). As we know, the aerogel system has a 'string-of-
pearls' morphology with graphitic ribbons within the particles. Charge carriers are
delocalized within the particles and transport takes between particles via a CGVRH
mechanism. The ribbons within the particles are stacks of well-formed graphene
platelets with a width of - 25 A as deduced from the Raman scattering experiments.
Theoretical calculations [54, 55] have shown that for a graphite sheet with finite size,
there exists a band gap Eg determined by the size of the platelet (W) according to
Eg =21 (4.2)
where Eg is in electron-volts and W is in A. For a ribbon of width 25 A, Eqn. (4.2)
suggests a bandgap Eg - leV, which is much larger than the experimentally measured
values of Ea, which are on the order of a few meV. Thus, the temperature dependent
behaviour of a cannot be attributed to the thermal activation of charge carriers across
this band gap. Hence, this thermal activation behaviour is attributed to hopping
between nearest-neighbor grains (particles) which now become localization sites.
With these mechanisms in mind for the conductivity and photoconductivity, Fig. 4-
13 illustrates schematically the density-of-states model being considered. Energies are
measured as indicated by the arrow in the diagram. Typically, disordered carbon ma-
terials tend to be p-type [56], resulting in a Fermi energy, EF, situated in the valence
band. The conduction and valence band mobility edges are denoted by Ec and Ev,
respectively. Localized states (shaded regions) exist below Ec and above Ev, while
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Figure 4-13: Schematic diagram showing a physical form of the density-of-states used
to explain the observed photoconductivity data. Ev and Ec define the mobility edges
for the conduction and valence bands, respectively, while EF denotes the Fermi energy
level. Two kinds of trap distributions are considered; i) An exponential distribution
(shaded region) and ii) A delta-like function (dashed region) near the valence band.
A defines Et-EF, where Et is the energy of the trapping level.
quasi-continuum states exist above Ec and below Ev. The quasi-continuum states
result from the spatial confinement introduced by the quantum size of the particles.
Free carriers exist between EF and Ev. With this model, photoexcited carriers can
get trapped in localized states above Ev. To account for the long decay times that
are observed, screening of the trapped carriers induced by lattice relaxation would
have to occur.
To link the above model to the photoconductivity data, a mathematical model is
proposed to quantitatively explain the observed T-dependence of the photoconduc-
tivity. As stated earlier, the prominent features of the temperature dependence of the
photoconductivity include a maximum in the plots of Aa versus temperature. Above
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and below this maximum, the photoconductivity exhibits an exponential tempera-
ture dependence. These similar features have been observed in various chalcogenide
glasses such as a-As2Te3 and Ge 15Te81Sb2S2 [57, 58, 59]. The goal of the model is to
elucidate the essence of the photoprocesses in carbon aerogels from which important
information about the effects of heat treatment and density on the defect properties
of these materials can be extracted.
To pinpoint the recombination process in the aerogel system, a degenerate p-type
semiconductor, it is informative to locate the demarcation levels, and from these
determine whether the defects present behave as traps or recombination centres for
free carriers.
The hole demarcation level, EDp, can be found from the definition given in Sec-
tion 4.1 by equating the probability of capturing an excited electron into a trap (ii)
to the probability of thermally exciting (emitting) a hole from this same trap level
(ep) to the valence band, Ev. Hence,
h = nonv = ep . (4.3)
Here, an is the capture cross section for electrons, n = no + An is the electron density
in the steady-state, no is the electron density in thermal equilibrium, v = Vn = Vp
is the electron (hole) velocity and ep is the probability for thermal emission of holes
from the trapping level. The hole emission rate ep can be found from detailed balance
considerations in thermal equilibrium [60]. For detailed balance, the rate of emission
of holes equals the rate of capture of holes.
epNt(1 - f) = pNtf (4.4)
with f being the trap occupancy function, Nt the density of the trapping level and
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p = pap with similar definitions as given above for electrons. Hence, we obtain
ep = vappo exp[-(EDp - EF)/kT])] (4.5)
for a trap state at the demarcation level EDp and Po is the hole density in thermal
equilibrium (po >> Ap in the degenerate semiconductor case). From Eqns. (4.3) and
(4.5), the demarcation level for holes is given by:
ED,p - EF = kTln( pp0 ) . (4.6)
Similar calculations for the electron demarcation level EDn give:
EDn•- EF = kTln(PPo) , (4.7)
using p = poapV in thermal equilibrium and en = novan exp[(EDn - EF)/kT]. In both
cases the demarcation level is located at kT's above EF (since po/An, po/no >> 1).
Hence, any defect states lying close to the valence band edge act as recombination
centres for electrons, and traps for holes; as can be seen later, the defect states in
carbon aerogels lie close to Ev. Photoconductivity can then be attributed to the
photo-holes. Photo-electrons falling into the recombination centres are not likely to
get re-excited because of the large bandgap and they only recombine when holes
fall into the same traps. Recombination is not instantaneous as the electrons are
effectively screened by lattice relaxation when they become trapped, thus accounting
for the long decay times. Also, holes excited to traps of the same energy may not
necessarily recombine with the trapped electrons, as their spatial locations can be
different.
The next step is to find the photoconductivity itself. Consider a single trapping
level of density, N,. The time rate of change of the carrier density in the valence
band will depend on i) the external electron-hole pair generation rate, G, ii) whether
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a trap is full or empty and iii) the amount of direct recombination of electrons and
holes across the gap (denoted by Lpn). Hence, we obtain
dp
= G - pNtft + Nte,(1 - ft) - fpn (4.8)
dt
where ft is the occupancy function of the trapping level and p = (po + Ap)Upv. The
direct recombination term is negligible since most excited electrons become trapped
and so do not contribute to direct recombination. A similar equation holds for the
conduction electrons:
dn
= G - AzNt(1 - ft) + Ntenft - ppn . (4.9)
dt
The steady-state trap occupancy function ft can be found by subtracting Eqns. (4.8)
and (4.9) and applying the steady-state conditions, dn/dt = 0 and dp/dt = 0. Hence,
h + e,ft = (4.10)
S+ + e + e,
By taking into account the condition of charge neutrality in the system (i.e., account-
ing for all the photo-electrons and photo-holes generated), Ap can be found. For
charge neutrality, consider the creation of photo-electron-hole pairs. For the model
being proposed, some of the photo-electrons become caught in the recombination
centres (trapping centres for holes). The total photo-generated charges have to be
accounted for as follows. The total photo-holes in the valence band equals the photo-
electrons in the conduction band, minus the photo-electrons in the traps, plus the
electrons already contributing to the trap occupancy (steady-state). So
Ap = An - Ntfot + Ntft (4.11)
and
Ap- An = Nt[ f +  e--p (4.12)
N + en + + e ep + Po
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where the right-hand side corresponds to the steady-state trap occupancy (ft) minus
the thermal equilibrium trap occupancy for electrons (fot). This latter term is ob-
tained from the thermal equilibrium condition of equating the emission rate to the
capture rate [ep/(ep + Po) = 1/{1 + exp[(Et - EF)/kT]} with po = poUpV in thermal
equilibrium]. Because the hole emission from traps close to Ev is large, and since
Po >> Ap, we can assume ep >> (Apap + Anan)v, or equivalently,
/nan + pap «<< 1 . (4.13)
Uppo exp[-(Et - EF)/kT]
Using a Taylor series expansion to the first order on Eqn. (4.13), we obtain
n (A + ep)(Ananv + Apv) (4.14)Ap - An = Nt [ + P (4.14)Po+ep (po + ep)2
Because most of the photo-electrons become trapped and do not get re-excited to the
conduction band, we can consider An << Ap. Using this assumption and i << e,
from above, we obtain, after collecting terms in Ap,
p Ntn/p ) (4.15){1 + (2 + Nt exp[-(Et - EF)/kT] + exp[-2(Et - EF)/kT]}
PO
Using the fact that from the dark conductivity, p oc exp(-EA/kT) to a good approx-
imation, we obtain
Nte(Anan/poap) exp( )AU = Apef0- kT (4.16)1 + (2 + ) exp(-(E,-EF)PO kT
A exp( -EA)0C kT (4.17)1+ Bexp(-A)
where the term in exp[-2A/kT] is ignored because it is much less than the (2 +
-) exp(-A/kT) term, as is shown in the fits. The data were fit using a least-squares
method.
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Table 4.1: Showing the photoconductivity parameters for colloidal carbon aerogels of
varied densities as obtained by fitting the data to Eqn. (4.17). The values for Nt are
obtained from the susceptibility data. The trapping energy (A) and the parameter
B are given.
R/C 200
Heat-treatment Temperature (0 C) 1050
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.103 0.118 0.449 0.646
Conductivity Ea (meV) 8.23 3.37 1.21 0.86
Photoconductivity (Aa) Tmax (K) 40.2 24.0 20.0 12.5
Au activation energy EA (meV) 3.3 5.9 0.87 0.92
A_ (E, - EF) (meV) 16.8 13.1 11.1 10.6
B - NA 37 281 163 47
Po
Nt (/cm3 ) 1020 2 x 1019 3 x 1019 2x1019
po0 (/cm3 ) 3x 10 7 x 1016 2 x 101 4x 1 7
The fitting values of EA for the photoconductivity (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2) are
on the same order of magnitude as the activation energies Ea obtained from the
dark conductivity data, confirming the self-consistency of the model. Values for
B, Nt and po are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The free carrier density, po, does
not seem to decrease as much with increases in Pm as it does with increases with
THT. There it is seen in Table 4.2 that the decrease in the trapping density with
increasing heat-treatment temperature shows up as a corresponding decrease in po.
Mrozowski [56] has shown that with increases in heat-treatment temperature (from
10000 C to - 25000 C), the Fermi level starts to slowly move from out of the valence
band towards the band gap. Hence, a decrease in the number of free carriers that
lie between the valence band mobility edge and the Fermi level would be expected
with increases in THT. For low values of po, the model is still valid as the assumption
of po >> Ap holds in the high temperature regime where the effect of the term in
1/(1 + B exp(-A/kT)) begins to dominate in Eqn. (4.17) and the thermal generation
of holes becomes prominent.
So far, consideration has been given to a system consisting of one kind of defect,
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Table 4.2: Showing the photoconductivity parameters for colloidal carbon aerogels
of varied heat-treatment temperatures as obtained by fitting the data to Eqn. (4.17).
The values for Nt are obtained from the susceptibility data. The trapping energy (A)
and the parameter B are given.
Heat-treatment Temperature (0 C) 15000 C 15000 C 18000 C
Density(g/cm3 ) 0.117 0.621 0.137
R/C 200
Conductivity Ea (meV) 3.18 0.143 3.63
Photoconductivity (Au) Tma, (K) 18.0 8.0 30.1
Au activation energy EA (meV) 2.2 0.67 2.4
A (Et - EF) (meV) 10.3 4.31 13.7
B 120 100 73
PoN (/cm3) 3 x 101P 1019 1019
Po (/cm3 ) 2 x 1017 1017 1017
resulting in a single trapping level in the band gap. If the defect states are considered
to be a result of dangling bonds situated near the valence band (dashed region in
Fig. 4-13), then from Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the trapping energy, A = (Et - EF), is seen
generally to decrease with increasing THT and pm. The decrease in A with increasing
THT is due to the system becoming less disordered, effectively pushing EF closer
towards Ev.
If the energy levels associated with the dangling bonds are situated close to mid-
gap, the observed values of A are too small to account for the deep position of the
dangling bond energies. In that case, there is still justification for using a single
energy level. We can go from an exponential distribution of localized states above
Ev, as in Fig. 4-13, to a delta-function-like distribution for the trapping levels in the
gap as follows. According to Tiedje and Rose [61], the density of states, N(E), above
E17 is exponential in nature. Hence N(E) can be written in the form of
N(E) oc exp{-[E - (Ev + Ep)]/Ew} . (4.18)
The localized states above Ev can be considered as having a characteristic width of
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energy Ew. As Ew -- O0, N(E) -, Ew 6{E - (Ev + Ep)}. The lowering of the tail
state energies by the value Ep is attributed to polaron formation, which is common
in disordered systems in which lattice distortions are favoured by the presence of
vacancies and defects. The energy of the polarons formed in the tail states is given
by:
E2
E 1 3  (4.19)P 2Ka3
where El is the deformation potential, K is the bulk modulus and a3 is the deforma-
tion volume [62]. For (Ev - EF) - 1 meV (a typical value for disordered carbons)
and using A = Ep + (Ev - EF), for an in-plane deformation potential [63] on the
order of 28 eV and an in-plane bulk modulus [64] on the order of 1013 dynes/cm 2, the
values listed for A would result in lengths on the order of 17 A for the effective lattice
distortion, which is reasonable for the widths of the carbon ribbons being considered.
As heat-treatment temperatures and mass density increase, the reduced values of E,
imply larger bulk moduli.
4.5 Photoconductivity in Polymeric Carbon Aero-
gels
The polymeric carbon aerogels exhibit a photoconductivity behaviour that is different
from that in colloidal carbon aerogels. At temperatures below 5 K, a steep increase
in the photoconductivity au is observed, as shown in Fig. 4-14 for both the low- and
high-density samples. At temperatures below the peak photoconductivity (Tmax),
au is very small. As the temperature increases to Tmax, the photoconductivity rises
rapidly to its maximal value. For the high-density sample, for temperatures above
Tmax, the photoconductivity falls off exponentially in a manner similar to that ob-
served in the colloidal carbon aerogels (see Fig. 4-5). However, as the fall-off for the
polymeric carbon aerogels is sharper than previously observed for the colloidal carbon
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aerogels, the mathematical model as it stands does not fit this regime very well.
The most disordered (mesoscopically) polymeric aerogel, with Pm = 0.182 g/cm3 ,
exhibits a photoconductivity smaller in magnitude than its high-density counterpart,
a trend that has already been observed in Section 4.3. There is also the presence of a
maximal value of Au. However, the fall-off at higher temperatures is so extreme that
now there is a very small amount of photoconductivity at temperatures above Tmax.
The difference in the general form of Aa(T) for the low and high-density poly-
meric carbon aergeols should stem from the differences in disorder exhibited by these
two samples. In particular, the low-density sample exhibits a conductivity at low
temperatures (< 6 K) that decreases over 6 orders of magnitude, as compared to the
high-sample which only falls off about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude in this same temper-
ature range. One assumption of the photoconductivity model is that the behaviour
of Au at temperatures less than Tmax follows that of the dark-conductivity. In this
vein, the sharp increase in Au as Tmax is approached from below is a response to
the localized behaviour exhibited by these samples. In general, the photoconductiv-
ity observed in polymeric carbon aerogels cannot be explained by Eqn. (4.17). The
reasons for this failure of the model are discussed below.
From the studies done in Chapters 2 and 3, the polymeric aerogels, when compared
to colloidal aerogels, tend to have stronger localization behaviour at low temperature,
larger magnetoresistances and a larger concentration of unpaired spins. There are a
few possible reasons for the breakdown of the photoconductivity model in the poly-
meric aerogels:
i) Increases in disorder can manifest themself as an increase in the density of defect
states in the band gap. These defects play an important role in the recombination
process, as has been shown with the colloidal aerogels. Once photo-holes and photo-
electrons are created, the photo-electrons can fall into the recombination centres.
The mobility of the photo-holes is limited at low temperatures, as there is not enough
thermal energy to cause tunneling between sites. At Tmax there is enough thermal
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Figure 4-14: Showing the
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energy for tunneling to occur and hence the photo-holes can contribute to the pho-
toconduction process. Increases in temperature also increase the probability of the
recombination process, hence the decay in Aa at higher temperatures.
ii) If the photon energy is not sufficient to cause the photo-electron and photo-hole to
drift far enough away from each other, then germinate recombination [65] can occur.
Germinate recombination comes about when a photo-electron-hole pair attract each
other. The attraction is Coulombic in nature and results in no photoconductivity. As
thermal energies increase, this Coulomb attraction is reduced and the electron-hole




* i) The Raman spectroscopy measurements show that the carbon aerogel, PF
and RF-based, have similar structure. In particular, the structure consists of
particles of dimension 70 A - 150 A. For polymeric carbon aerogels, the particles
are non-uniform in shape. The particles are connected via internal graphitic
ribbons as well as by physical contact with each other. The connections between
particles and thus the transport properties can be improved by heat-treatment
or mass density increases. The former tends to enhance the formation of a
graphitic structure within the particles.
* ii) The TEM analysis has proven useful in confirming results of Raman and
SAXS studies. By using a unique image analysis technique, the structure of
the mesopores (2 - 50 nm) could be observed. The fractal dimension was also
calculated from this technique. For mesopores, polymeric (RF) carbon aerogels
tend to have a more regular geometry than the colloidal (RF) carbon aerogels.
Preliminary results on the nanopore structure (< 2 nm) within the particles
shows that polymeric and colloidal carbon aerogels have similar fractal dimen-
sions. This confirms the results of the Raman studies that show that the internal
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structure of the particles is independent of morphology and mass density.
* iii) The aggregation process has been shown from the fractal studies to con-
sist of cluster-cluster formation. Nanopores are formed within small clusters,
mesopores form between clusters and macropores form among clusters.
* iv) The photoconductive process is dominated by photo-holes. The model devel-
oped for the photoconductivity shows that the defects present in carbon aerogels
act as recombination centres for photo-electrons. The decay times in aerogels
are on the order of 20 seconds at low temperatures. These long decay times
have been attributed to a screening effect. For the colloidal carbon aerogels,
increases in density increase the magnitude of the observed photoconductivity,
but also help to increase the recombination rate at higher temperatures. Heat-
treatment is seen to enhance the recombination rate by effectively reducing the
number of trap states in the system. The polymeric carbon aerogels exhibit
a sharp peak in their photoconductivity response. This behaviour has tenta-
tively been attributed to germinate recombination, but has yet to be proven
mathematically.
* v) The transport properties of carbon aerogels are dominated by localization
behaviour at low temperature (< 10 K). The conductivity follows a temperature
dependence
a = uo exp[- TO ] (5.1)
in this regime. The particles in the carbon aerogel system act as localization
sites. The transport is then dominated by free-carrier-type behaviour within
the particles, and variable range hopping (Coulomb gap) between particles at





* i) Focus should be addressed to the TEM analysis of the micropore and nanopore
distributions in the carbon aerogel system. The analysis employed in Sec-
tion 2.3.3 for the mesopores can be used again to determine the fractal nature
of these smaller pores. The effects of heat-treatment are surmised to cause pore
collapse within the grains. It would be interesting to see the effect this collapse
has on the fractal dimension, D.
* ii) Small-angle X-ray scattering and bulk moduli experiments have shown that
there is doubt as to whether the particles in the carbon aerogel form a fractal
system. The TEM studies done in this work have shown that the porous net-
work exhibits fractal behaviour. Mathematical models should be carried out to
investigate whether it is possible to have a system that can have fractal and
non-fractal states co-existing.
* iii) It is conceivable that a new line of experiments could be conducted on the
PF-based carbon aerogels. This thesis concentrated only on PF-based aerogels
with high densities. More studies should be done on samples with Pm < 0.4
g/cm 3. Such studies would facilitate mapping out the insulator-metal transition
regime in these materials. Also, heat-treatment effects could also be studied via
Raman and magnetic susceptibility measurements.
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